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5.1.1 How Fast?

Rate Equations
The rate equation relates mathematically the rate of reaction to the concentration of the reactants.

The rate of reaction is defined  as the change in concentration of a substance in unit time
Its usual unit is mol dm-3s-1

When a graph of concentration of reactant is plotted vs
time, the gradient of the curve is the rate of reaction.

The initial rate is the rate at the start of the
reaction where it is fastest

Reaction rates can be calculated from graphs of
concentration of reactants or products

Initial rate =
gradient of
tangent

time

co
nc
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tra
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n

For the following reaction,   aA + bB
products, the generalised rate equation is: r = k[A]m[B]n r is used as symbol for rate

The unit of r is usually mol dm-3 s-1

The square brackets [A] means
the concentration of A
(unit mol dm-3)

k is called the rate constant

m, n are called reaction orders
Orders are usually integers 0,1,2

0 means the reaction is zero order with respect to that reactant
1 means first order
2 means second order

NOTE: the orders have nothing to do with the stoichiometric
coefficients in the balanced equation. They are worked out
experimentally

The total order for a reaction is worked
out by adding all the individual orders
together (m+n)

Calculating orders from initial rate data

For zero order: the concentration of A has no effect on the
rate of reaction r = k[A]0 = k

For first order: the rate of reaction is directly proportional
to the concentration of A r = k[A]1

For second order: the rate of reaction is proportional to the
concentration of A squared r = k[A]2

initial

Graphs of initial rate against concentration show the
different orders. The initial rate may have been
calculated from taking gradients from concentration
/time graphs

For a rate concentration graph to show the
order of a particular reactant the
concentration of that reactant must be varied
whilst the concentrations of the other
reactants should be kept constant.



The rate constant  (k)

1. The units of k depend on the overall order of
reaction. It must be worked out from the rate
equation

2. The value of k is independent of concentration and
time. It is constant at a fixed temperature.

3. The value of k refers to a specific temperature and
it increases if we increase temperature

For a 1st order overall reaction the unit of k is
s-1

For a 2nd order overall reaction the unit of k is
mol-1dm3s-1

For a 3rd order overall reaction the unit of k is
mol-2dm6s-1

Example (first order overall)

Rate = k[A][B]0 m = 1 and n = 0
- reaction is first order in A and zero order in B
- overall order = 1 + 0 = 1
- usually written: Rate = k[A]

Remember: the values of the reaction orders must
be determined from experiment; they cannot be
found by looking at the balanced reaction equation

Calculating units of k

1. Rearrange rate equation
to give k as subject

k = Rate
[A]

2. Insert units and
cancel

k = mol dm-3s-1

mol dm-3 Unit of k = s-1
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Continuous rate data

This is data from one experiment where the concentration
of a substance is followed throughout the experiment.

Continuous rate experiments

This data is processed by plotting the data and calculating
successive half-lives.

If half-lives are constant
then the order is 1st order

The half-life of a first-order reaction
is independent of the concentration and is constant

If half-lives rapidly increase then the order
is 2nd order

Example: Write rate equation for reaction between A and B
where A is 1st order and B is 2nd order.

r = k[A][B]2 overall order is 3

Calculate the unit of k

Unit of k = mol-2dm6s-1

1. Rearrange rate equation to
give k as subject

k = Rate
[A][B]2

2. Insert units and
cancel

k = mol dm-3s-1

mol dm-3.(moldm-3)2

3. Simplify fraction

k = s-1

mol2dm-6



Working out orders from experimental initial rate data
Normally to work out the rate equation we do a series of experiments where the initial concentrations
of reactants are changed (one at a time) and measure the initial rate each time.
This data is normally presented in a table.

Example: work out the rate equation for the following reaction, A+ B+ 2C D + 2E, using the initial rate
data in the table

Experiment [A]
mol dm-

3

[B]
mol dm-3

[C]
mol dm-3

Rate
mol dm-3 s-1

1 0.1 0.5 0.25 0.1

2 0.2 0.5 0.25 0.2

3 0.1 1.0 0.25 0.4

4 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1

In order to calculate the order for a particular
reactant it is easiest to compare two
experiments where only that reactant is
being changed

For reactant A compare between experiments 1 and 2

If conc is doubled and rate stays the same: order= 0

If conc is doubled and rate doubles: order= 1

If conc is doubled and rate quadruples : order= 2

For reactant A as the concentration doubles (B and C staying constant) so does the
rate. Therefore the order with respect to reactant A is first order

For reactant B compare between experiments 1 and 3 :

As the concentration of B doubles (A and C staying constant) the rate quadruples.

Therefore the order with respect to B is 2nd order

As the concentration of C doubles (A and B staying constant) the rate stays the same.

Therefore the order with respect to C is zero order

For reactant C compare between experiments 1 and 4 :

The overall rate equation is r = k [A] [B]2 The reaction is 3rd order overall and the unit of the
rate constant =mol-2dm6s-1
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Working out orders when two reactant concentrations are changed simultaneously

In most questions it is possible to compare between two experiments where only one reactant has its initial
concentration changed. If, however, both reactants are changed then the effect of both individual changes on
concentration are multiplied together to give the effect on rate.

In a reaction where the rate equation is r = k [A] [B]2

If the [A] is x2  that rate would x2

If the [B] is x3  that rate would x32= x9

If these changes happened at the same time then the rate would x2x9= x 18



Example work out the rate equation for the reaction, between X and Y, using the initial rate data in the table

Experiment Initial concentration of
X/  mol dm–3

Initial concentration
of Y/ mol dm–3

Initial
rate/ mol dm–3 s–1

1 0.05 0.1 0.15 x 10–6

2 0.10 0.1 0.30 x 10–6

3 0.20 0.2 2.40 x 10–6

For reactant X compare between experiments 1 and 2
For reactant X as the concentration doubles (Y staying constant) so does the rate.
Therefore the order with respect to reactant X is first order

Comparing between experiments 2 and 3 :

Both X and Y double and the rate goes up by 8

We know X is first order so that will have doubled rate

The effect of Y, therefore, on rate is to have quadrupled it.

Y must be second order

The overall rate equation is r = k [X] [Y]2

The reaction is 3rd order overall and the unit of
the rate constant =mol-2dm6s-1

Calculating a value for k using initial rate data

Using the above example, choose any one of the experiments and put the values into the rate equation that
has been rearranged to give k. Using experiment 3:

r = k [X] [Y]2 k =    r
[X] [Y]2

k = 2.40 x 10–6

0.2 x 0.22
k = 3.0 x 10-4 mol-2dm6s-1

Remember k is the same for all experiments done at the same temperature.

Increasing the temperature increases the value of the rate constant k
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temperature

k
Increasing temperature increases the rate constant k. The

relationship is given by the Arrhenius equation k = Ae-Ea/RT

where A is a constant R is gas constant and Ea is activation
energy.

Increasing the temperature increases the value of the
rate constant k

The Arrhenius equation can be rearranged

ln k = constant – Ea/(RT)

k is proportional to the rate of reaction so ln k  can be
replaced by ln(rate)

From plotting a graph of ln(rate) or ln k against 1/T  the
activation energy can be calculated from measuring
the gradient of the line

ln
(R

ate)

1/T

Gradient = - Ea/ R

Ea = - gradient x R

Effect of Temperature on rate constant

-4.1

-3.6

-3.1

-2.6

-2.1

-1.6
0.0029 0.003 0.0031 0.0032 0.0033 0.0034

ln
(R

ate)

1/T

use a line of best fit
use all graph paper
choose points far apart on the graph to
calculate the gradient

Temperature
T (K) 1/T

time t
(s) 1/t Ln (1/t)

297.3 0.003364 53 0.018868 -3.9703

310.6 0.00322 24 0.041667 -3.1781

317.2 0.003153 16 0.0625 -2.7726

323.9 0.003087 12 0.083333 -2.4849

335.6 0.00298 6 0.166667 -1.7918

x1,y1

x2,y2gradient = y2-y1
x2-x1

In above example gradient =-5680

The gradient should
always be -ve

Ea = - gradient x R (8.31)
= - -5680 x8.31
= 47200 J mol-1

The unit of Ea using this equation will be J mol-1 .
Convert into kJ mol-1 by dividing 1000
Ea = +47.2 kJ mol-1

Example
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Techniques to investigate rates of reaction

measurement of the change in volume of a gas

Titrating samples of reaction mixture with acid, alkali, sodium thiosulphate etc

Colorimetry.

Measurement of optical activity.

Measurement of change of mass

Measuring change in electrical conductivity

H2O2(aq) + 2I- (aq) + 2H+(aq) 2H2O(l) + I2(aq)

HCOOCH3(aq) + NaOH(aq)  HCOONa(aq) + CH3OH(aq)

(CH3)2C=CH2(g) + HI(g)(CH3)3CI(g)

BrO3
–(aq) + 5Br –(aq) + 6H+(aq) 3Br2(aq) + 3H2O(l)

HCOOH(aq) + Br2(aq) 2H+(aq) + 2Br - (aq) + CO2(g)

HCOOH(aq) + Br2(aq) 2H+(aq) + 2Br - (aq) + CO2(g)

There are several different methods for measuring reactions rates. Some reactions can be measured
in several ways

This works if there is a change in the number of moles of
gas in the reaction. Using a gas syringe is a common
way of following this. If drawing a gas syringe make

sure you draw it with some
measurement markings on the
barrel to show measurements
can be made.

This works if there is a gas produced which is allowed to
escape.  Works better with heavy gases such as CO2 HCOOH(aq) + Br2(aq) 2H+(aq) + 2Br - (aq) + CO2(g)

CH3COCH3(aq) + I2(aq) → CH3COCH2I(aq) + H+(aq) + I–(aq)

Small samples are removed from the reaction mixture, quenched (which
stops the reaction) and the titrated with a suitable reagent.

The NaOH could be titrated with an acid

The H+ could be titrated with an alkali

The I2 could be titrated with sodium
thiosulphate

If one of the reactants or products is coloured
then colorimetry can be used to measure the
change in colour of the reacting mixtures The I2 produced is a brown solution

Can be used if there is a change in the number
of ions in the reaction mixture

If there is a change in the optical activity through
the reaction this could be followed in a
polarimeter

CH3CHBrCH3 (l) + OH−(aq) CH3CH(OH)CH3 (l) + Br−(aq)



Rate Equations and Mechanisms

A mechanism is a series of steps through which the reaction
progresses, often forming intermediate compounds. If all the
steps are added together they will add up to the overall
equation for the reaction

Each step can have a different rate of
reaction. The slowest step will control the
overall rate of reaction. The slowest step
is called the rate-determining step.

The molecularity (number of moles of each substance) of the molecules in the slowest
step will be the same as the order of reaction for each substance.
e.g. 0 moles of A in slow step would mean A is zero order.

1 mole of A in the slow step would mean A is first order

Example 1
overall reaction

A + 2B + C D + E
Mechanism
Step 1 A + B X + D  slow
Step 2 X + C Y fast
Step 3 Y + B E fast

r = k [A]1[B]1[C]o
r = k [X]1[C]1
The intermediate X is not one of the reactants so
must be replaced with the substances that make
up the intermediate in a previous step
A + B X + D

r = k[A]1[B]1[C]1

overall reaction
A + 2B + C D + E

Mechanism
Step 1 A + B X + D  fast
Step 2 X + C Y slow
Step 3 Y + B E fast

Example 2

Example 3
Overall Reaction
NO2(g) + CO(g) NO(g) + CO2(g)

Mechanism:
Step 1   NO2 + NO2 NO + NO3 slow
Step 2   NO3 + CO NO2 + CO2 fast
• NO3 is a reaction intermediate

r = k [NO2]2

Example 5: SN1 or SN2? You don’t need to remember the details here.

Remember the nucleophilic substitution reaction of
haloalkanes and hydroxide ions.

This is a one step mechanism

CH3CH2Br + OH- CH3CH2OH + Br- slow step

The rate equation is

r = k [CH3CH2Br] [OH-]

The same reaction can also occur via a
different mechanism

Overall Reaction

(CH3)3CBr + OH– (CH3)3COH + Br –

Mechanism:

(CH3)3CBr  (CH3)3C+ + Br – slow

(CH3)3C+ + OH– (CH3)3COH fast

The rate equation is

r = k [(CH3)3CBr]

This is called SN2.
Substitution, Nucleophilic,
2 molecules in rate
determining step

This is called SN1.
Substitution, Nucleophilic,
1 molecule in rate
determining step

C is zero order as it appears in the
mechanism in a fast step after the slow step

NO2 appears twice in the slow steps so it
is second order. CO does not appear in
the slow step so is zero order.

Using the rate equation rate = k[NO]2[H2] and
the overall equation 2NO(g) + 2H2(g) N2(g) + 2H2O(g), the
following three-step mechanism for the reaction was
suggested. X and Y are intermediate species.
Step 1 NO + NO X
Step 2 X + H2Y
Step 3 Y + H2 N2 + 2H2O

Which one of the three steps is the rate-determining step?

Example 4

Step 2 – as H2 appears in rate equation and
combination of step 1 and 2 is the ratio that
appears in the rate equation.

7

CH3 C

H

H

Br CH3 C

H
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OH
-HO:

+ :Br -δ+ δ-
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5.1.2 How Far? Equilibrium

For a generalised reaction

mA + nB           pC + qD

m,n,p,q  are the stoichiometric balancing 
numbers

A,B,C,D stand for the chemical formula

Equilibrium constant Kc

[ C]p  [D]q

[ A]m  [B]n
Kc=

[   ] means the equilibrium concentration

Kc = equilibrium constant
Example 1 

N2 (g) + 3H2 (g) 2 NH3 (g)

[NH3 (g)]
2

[N2 (g)] [H2 (g)]3
Kc=

The unit of Kc changes and depends on the equation.

Working out the unit of Kc 

Put the unit of concentration (mol dm-3) into the Kc equation

[NH3 (g)]
2

[N2 (g)  ] [H2 (g)]3
Kc= [mol dm-3]2

[mol dm-3] [mol dm-3]3
Unit =

Cancel out 
units 1

[mol dm-3]2Unit =
Unit = [mol dm-3]-2

Unit  = mol-2 dm+6

Example 2: writing Kc expression

H2 (g) +Cl2 (g)                 2HCl (g) [mol dm-3]2

[mol dm-3] [mol dm-3]

Kc=
[HCl (g)]

2

[H2 (g)  ] [Cl2 (g)] Unit Kc=

Working out the unit

= no unit 

Calculating  Kc 

Most questions first involve  having to work out the equilibrium moles and 
then concentrations of the reactants and products.
Usually the question will give the initial amounts (moles) of the reactants, 
and some data that will help you work out the equilibrium amounts.

moles of reactant at equilibrium 
= initial moles – moles reacted

moles of product at equilibrium 
= initial moles + moles formed

Calculating the moles at equilibrium

In a container of volume 600cm3 there were initially 0.5mol of H2 and 0.6 mol of Cl2. 
At equilibrium there were 0.2 moles of HCl.  Calculate Kc

H2 (g) +Cl2 (g)                 2HCl (g)

Example 1 

For the following equilibrium

H2 Cl2 HCl

Initial moles 0.5 0.6 0

Equilibrium moles 0.2

It is often useful 
to put the mole 
data in a table.

Work out the moles at equilibrium for the reactants

Using the balanced equation if 0.2 moles of 
HCl has been formed it must have used up 
0.1 of Cl2 and 0.1 moles of H2 (as 1:2 ratio)

moles of reactant at equilibrium = initial moles – moles reacted

moles of chlorine at equilibrium = 0.6 – 0.1 = 0.5moles of hydrogen at equilibrium = 0.5 – 0.1 = 0.4

Work out the 
equilibrium 
concentrations

H2 Cl2 HCl

Initial moles 0.5 0.6 0

Equilibrium moles 0.4 0.5 0.2

Equilibrium 
concentration (M)

0.4/0.6
=0.67

0.5/0.6 
=0.83

0.2/0.6 
=0.33

conc = moles/ vol (in dm3)

=   0.332

0.67x0.83
= 0.196 no unit Kc

Finally put 
concentrations into 
Kc expression 

If the Kc has no unit then there are equal numbers of 
reactants and products. In this case you do not have to 
divide by volume to work out concentration and equilibrium 
moles could be put straight into the kc expression

Kc=
[HCl (g)]

2

[H2 (g)  ] [Cl2 (g)]
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2

Initially there were 1.5 moles of N2 and 4 mole of H2, in a 1.5 dm3 container. At 
equilibrium  30% of the Nitrogen had reacted. Calculate Kc

N2 (g) + 3H2 (g ) 2 NH3 (g)
Example 2 

For the following equilibrium

N2 H2 NH3

Initial moles 1.5 4.0 0

Equilibrium moles

Work out the moles at equilibrium for the reactants and products

30% of the nitrogen had reacted = 0.3 x1.5 = 0.45 moles reacted. 
Using the balanced equation 3 x 0.45 moles of H2 must have 
reacted and 2x 0.45 moles of NH3 must have formed

moles of reactant at equilibrium = initial moles – moles reacted

moles of hydrogen at equilibrium =4.0 – 0.45 x3 = 2.65moles of nitrogen at equilibrium = 1.5 – 0.45 = 1.05

Work out the 
equilibrium 
concentrations

N2 H2 NH3

Initial moles 1.5 4.0 0

Equilibrium moles 1.05 2.65 0.9

Equilibrium 
concentration (M)

1.05/1.5 
=0.7

2.65/1.5 
=1.77

0.9/1.5 
=0.6

conc = moles/ vol (in dm3)

=   0.62

0.7x1.773
Kc

Finally put concentrations into Kc expression 

moles of product at equilibrium = initial moles + moles formed

moles of ammonia at equilibrium = 0 + (0.45 x 2) = 0.9

[NH3 (g)]
2

[N2 (g)  ] [H2 (g)]3
Kc=

= 0.0927 mol-2 dm+6
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Partial Pressure

The partial pressure of a gas in a mixture is the pressure 
that the gas would have if it alone occupied the volume 
occupied by the whole mixture.

If a mixture of gases contains 3 different gases then the 
total pressure  will equal the 3 partial pressure added 
together

P =p1 + p2 + p3

partial pressure  = mole fraction x total pressure

of gas 1  of gas 1

mole fraction     =      number of moles of a gas

total  number of moles of all gases

For a 3 part mixture

x1 =         y1                   

y1+y2 +y3

Example 3 : A mixture contains 0.2 moles N2, 0.5 moles O2 and 1.2 moles of CO2. If the total pressure is 
3atm. What are the partial pressures of the 3 gases?

Writing an expression for Kp

N2 (g) + 3H2 (g) 2 NH3 (g)

p 2 NH3

p N2 p 3 H2

Kp= 

p means the partial pressure of that gas

Kp = equilibrium constant

Only include gases in the Kp expression. Ignore 
solids, liquids, and aqueous substances.

p1 = x1 P

If a reaction contains gases an alternative equilibrium expression can be 
set up using the partial pressures of the gases instead of concentrations

Partial Pressures and Kp

mole fraction 

Total moles of gas = 0.5 + 1.2+ 0.2
=  1.9

mole fraction 
of N2

= 0.2/1.9
=0.105

mole fraction 
of O2

= 0.5/1.9
=0.263

mole fraction 
of CO2

= 1.2/1.9
=0.632

Partial pressure 
of N2

=0.105x 3
=0.315

Partial pressure 
of O2

= 0.263 x 3
=0.789

Partial pressure 
of CO2

= 0.632 x 3
=1.896

Working out the unit of Kp 

Put the unit of pressure(atm) into the Kp equation

atm2

atm   atm3
Unit =

1

atm2
Unit =Cancel out units

Unit = atm-2

However, if the equation is 
written the other way round, the 
value of Kp will be the inverse of 
above and the units will be atm2.
It is important therefore to write 

an equation when quoting 
values of Kp.

p 2 NH3 (g)

pN2 (g) p 3H2 (g)

Kp=
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1 mole of N2 and 3 moles of H2 are added together and the mixture is allowed to reach equilibrium. At 
equilibrium 20% of the N2 has reacted. If the total pressure is 2atm what is the value of Kp?

N2 (g) + 3H2 (g ) 2 NH3 (g)
Example 4

For the following equilibrium

N2 H2 NH3

Initial moles 1.0 3.0 0

Equilibrium moles

Work out the moles at equilibrium for the reactants and products

20% of the nitrogen had reacted = 0.2 x1.0 = 0.2 moles reacted. 
Using the balanced equation 3 x 0.2 moles of H2 must have 
reacted and 2x 0.2 moles of NH3 must have formed

moles of reactant at equilibrium = initial moles – moles reacted

moles of hydrogen at equilibrium =3.0 – 0.20 x3 = 2.40moles of nitrogen at equilibrium = 1.0 – 0.2 = 0.8

N2 H2 NH3

Initial moles 1.0 3.0 0

Equilibrium moles 0.80 2.40 0.40

Mole fractions 0.8/3.6 
=0.222

2.40/3.6 
=0.667

0.40/3.6 
=0.111

Partial pressure 0.222 
x2 = 
0.444

0.667 x2 
=1.33

0.111 x2 
= 0.222

=   0.2222

0.444x1.333
Kc

Finally put concentrations into Kp expression 

moles of product at equilibrium = initial moles + moles formed

moles of ammonia at equilibrium = 0 + (0.2 x 2) = 0.4

p 2 NH3 (g)

pN2 (g) p 3H2 (g)

Kp=

= 0.0469 atm-2

CaCO3 (s)                        CaO (s) + CO2 (g)

Kp expressions only contain gaseous substances. Any substance with another state is left out

Heterogeneous equilibria for Kp

Kp =p CO2

Unit atm
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Effect of Concentration on position of equilibrium and Kc

H2 (g) +Cl2 (g)                 2HCl (g)

Increasing concentration of H2 would  move equilibrium to 
the right lowering concentration of H2 and Cl2 and 
increasing concentration of HCl. The new concentrations 
would restore the equilibrium to the same value of Kc

Changing concentration would 
shift the position of 
equilibrium but the value of 
Kc would not change.

The larger the Kc the greater the amount of products. 
If Kc is small we say the equilibrium favours the reactants

Kc and Kp only change with 
temperature.

It does not change if pressure or 
concentration is altered. 

A catalyst also has no effect on Kc or Kp

Effect of changing conditions on value of Kc or Kp

Effect of Temperature on position of equilibrium and Kc

Both the position of equilibrium 
and the value of Kc or Kp will 
change it temperature is altered

N2 (g) + 3H2 (g ) 2 NH3 (g)

In this equilibrium which is exothermic in the forward direction

If temperature is increased the reaction will shift to oppose the change and 
move in the backwards endothermic direction. The position of equilibrium 
shifts left. The value of Kc gets smaller as there are fewer products.

Catalysts have no effect on the value of Kc or Kp or the position of equilibrium as they speed up both 
forward and backward rates by the same amount.

Effect of catalysts on position of equilibrium and Kc and Kp

Increasing pressure does not change Kp. 
The increased pressure increases the pressure terms 
on bottom of Kp expression more than the top. The 
system is now no longer in equilibrium so the 
equilibrium shifts to the right increasing mole fractions 
of products and decreases the mole fractions of 
reactants. The top of Kp expression therefore 
increases and the  bottom decreases until  the original 
value  of Kp is restored

Effect of Pressure on position of equilibrium and Kp

The position of equilibrium  will change it  pressure is altered but the value of Kp stays constant as Kp only 
varies with temperature

p 2 NH3

p N2 p 3 H2

Kp= 

x 2 NH3 . P
2

x N2.P x3 H2.P
3

Kp= 

x 2 NH3 . P
2

x N2 x3 H2.  P
4

Kp= 

Where P is total 
pressure and x 
mole fraction

Increasing pressure does not change Kc. 
The increased pressure increases concentration terms on
bottom of Kc expression more than the top. The system is now no longer in 
equilibrium so the equilibrium shifts to the right increasing concentrations of 
products and decreases the concentrations of reactants. The top of Kc 
expression therefore increases and the  bottom decreases until  the original 
value  of Kc is restored

Effect of Pressure on position of equilibrium and Kc

The position of equilibrium  will 
change it  pressure is altered 
but the value of Kc stays 
constant as Kc only varies with 
temperature

N2 (g) + 3H2 (g ) 2 NH3 (g)

In this equilibrium which has fewer moles of gas on the product side

If pressure is increased the reaction will shift to oppose the change 
and move in the forward direction to the side with fewer moles of gas. 
The position of equilibrium shifts right. The value of Kc stays the 
same though as only temperature changes the value of Kc.

[NH3 (g)]
2

[N2 (g)  ] [H2 (g)]3
Kc=
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5.1.3 Acids, Bases and Buffers

Bronsted-Lowry Definition of Acid - Base behaviour

A Bronsted-Lowry acid is defined as a substance that can donate a proton .

A Bronsted-Lowry base is defined as a substance that can accept a proton . 

HCl (g) + H2O (l) � H3O+  
(aq) + Cl- (aq)

Base 1 Acid 1 base 2 Acid 2 
Each acid is linked to a conjugate base on 
the other side of the equation. 

HNO3 + HNO2 ⇌ NO3
– + H2NO2

+

Acid 1 Base 2 Base 1 Acid 2 
HCOOH + CH3(CH2)2COOH ⇌ HCOO– + CH3(CH2)2COOH2

+ 

Acid 1              Base 2    Base 1   Acid 2 

In these reactions the substance with bigger Ka will act as 
the acid

The acidic role of H + in the reactions of acids with metals, carbonates, bases and alkalis

acid  +  metal ���� salt  +  hydrogen
2CH3CH2CO2H + Mg � (CH3CH2COO)2Mg + H2

acid  +  alkali (NaOH)  ���� salt  + water
2HNO2 + Ca(OH)2 � Ca(NO2)2 + 2H2O

acid  +  carbonate (Na 2CO3)  ���� salt  +  water  +  CO 2
2CH3CO2H + Na2CO3 � 2CH3CO2

-Na+ + H2O + CO2

2H+ + Mg � Mg2+ + H2

Ionic Equations

H+ + OH– � H2O

2H+ + CO3
2– � H2O + CO2

Calculating pH

pH   =  - log [H +] Where [H+] is the concentration of hydrogen ions in the solution

Calculating pH of strong acids

Strong acids completely dissociate The concentration of hydrogen ions in a monoprotic strong acid 
will be the same as the concentration of the acid.

For HCl and HNO3 the [H+(aq)] will be the same as the 
original concentration of the acid.

For 0.1M HCl the pH will be –log[0.1] =1.00

Always give pH values to 2d.p . In the exam

Finding [H +] from pH

[H+]   =   1 x 10 -pH

On most calculators this is 
done by pressing

Inv (or 2nd function)� log 
� - number(pH)

Example 1

What is the concentration of HCl with a pH of 
1.35?

[H+]   =   1 x 10-1.35 = 0.045M
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In all aqueous solutions and pure water the following equilibrium occurs: H2O (l)   H+     
(aq) +  OH-

(aq)

Ionic Product for water

[H+
(aq)][OH-

(aq)] 

[H2O(l)]
Kc=

This equilibrium has the following 
equilibrium expression

Kc x [H2O (l)] =  [H+ 
(aq) ][OH-

(aq)]

Rearrange to

Because [H2O (l)] is much bigger than the 
concentrations of the ions, we assume its 
value is constant and make a new 
constant Kw

Kw =  [H + 
(aq) ][OH -

(aq) ]

Learn this expression

At 25oC  the value of Kw for all aqueous solutions is 1x10-14 mol2dm-6 The Kw expression can be used to 
calculate [H+ (aq)] ions if we know 
the [OH- (aq)] ions and vice versa

Finding pH of pure water

Pure water/ neutral solutions are neutral because the [H+ 
(aq) ] = [OH -

(aq)]  

Using Kw = [H+ 
(aq) ][OH-

(aq) ] then when neutral  Kw = [H+ 
(aq) ]2

and  [H+
(aq) ] = √ Kw 

At 25oC [H+
(aq) ] = √ 1x10-14 = 1x10-7 so pH = 7

At different temperatures to 25oC the 
pH of pure water changes. Le 
Chatelier’s principle can predict the 
change. The dissociation of water is 
endothermic (because bonds are 
broken) so increasing the temperature 
would push the equilibrium to the right 
giving a bigger concentration of H+ ions 
and a lower pH

Example 2 : Calculate the pH of  water at 50ºC given that Kw = 
5.476 x 10-14 mol2 dm-6 at 50ºC

[H+
(aq) ] = √ Kw = √ 5.476 x 10-14 =2.34 x 10-7 mol dm-3

pH = - log 2.34 x 10-7 = 6.6 

It is still neutral though as [H+ 
(aq) ] = [OH-

(aq)] 
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Calculating pH of Strong Base

For bases we are normally given the 
concentration of the hydroxide ion. 

To work out the pH we need to work out [H+(aq)] 
using the kw expression.

Strong bases completely dissociate into their ions
NaOH � Na+ + OH-

Example 3: What is the pH of the strong base 0.1M NaOH

Assume complete dissociation.

Kw =  [H+ (aq)][OH- (aq)] = 1x10-14 

[H+(aq)] = kw/ [OH- (aq)] = 1x10-14 / 0.1 = 1x10-13   M

pH = - log[1x10-13 ] =13.00



Weak acids

Weak acids only slightly dissociate when dissolved in water, giving an equilibrium mixture

HA +  H2O (l)   H3O+  
(aq) +  A-

(aq) HA (aq) H+     
(aq) +  A-

(aq)
We can simplify this to

[H+
(aq)][A

-
(aq)] 

[HA (aq)]
Ka=

Weak acids dissociation expression

The Ka for ethanoic acid is 1.7 x 10-5 mol dm-3.

The larger ka the stronger the acid

[H+
(aq)][CH3CH2CO2

-
(aq)]

[CH3CH2CO2H(aq)]
Ka=

CH3CH2CO2H(aq) H+  
(aq) +  CH3CH2CO2

-
(aq)

Example 4 Write equation for dissociation of propanoic acid and its 
ka expression

Calculating pH of a weak acid

To make the calculation easier two assumptions are made to 
simplify the Ka expression:

1) [H+ 
(aq)]eqm =  [A-

(aq)] eqm because they have dissociated 
according to a 1:1 ratio

2) As the amount of dissociation is small we assume that the initial 
concentration of the undissociated acid has remained constant.

So [HA (aq) ] eqm = [HA(aq) ] initial

[H+
(aq)][A

-
(aq)] 

[HA (aq)]
Ka=

Simplifies to

[H+
(aq)]

2

[HA (aq)]initial
Ka=

Example 5 What is the pH of a solution of 0.01M ethanoic acid  (ka is 1.7 x 10-5 mol dm-3)?

CH3CO2H(aq) H+  
(aq) +  CH3CO2

-
(aq)

[H+
(aq)][CH3CO2

-
(aq)]

[CH3CO2H(aq)]
Ka=

[H+
(aq)]

2

[CH3CO2H(aq)]initial
Ka=

[H+
(aq)]

2

0.01
1.7x 10-5 =

[H+
(aq)]

2 = 1.7 x 10-5 x 0.01

[H+
(aq)] = √ 1.7 x 10-7 = 4.12 x 10-4

pH   =  - log [H+] = -log (4.12 x10-4)

pH =3.38

Example 6 What is the concentration of  propanoic acid   with a pH of 3.52 (ka is 1.35 x 10-5 mol dm-3)?

CH3CH2CO2H(aq) H+  
(aq) +  CH3CH2CO2

-
(aq)

[H+
(aq)][CH3CH2CO2

-
(aq)]

[CH3CH2CO2H(aq)]
Ka=

[H+
(aq)]

2

[CH3CH2CO2H(aq)]initial
Ka=

[0.000302]2

[CH3CH2CO2H(aq)]initial 
1.35 x 10-5 =

[CH3CH2CO2H(aq)] = 9.12 x 10-8 /1.35 x 10-5 

[H+]   =   1 x 10-3.52 = 0.000302M

[CH3CH2CO2H(aq)] = 6.75 x 10-3 M

pKa
Sometimes Ka values are quoted as pKa  values
pKa = -log Ka   so Ka = 10-pKa
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Buffer Solutions

A Buffer solution is one where the pH does not change 
significantly if small amounts of acid or alkali are added to it.

An acidic buffer solution is made from a weak acid and a salt 
of that weak acid ( made from reacting the weak acid with a 
strong base)

Example : ethanoic acid and sodium ethanoate

CH3CO2H (aq)       and     CH3CO2
- Na+

A basic buffer solution is made from a weak 
base and a salt of that weak base ( made 
from reacting the weak base with a strong 
acid)

Example :ammonia and ammonium chloride        
NH3 and  NH4

+Cl-

How Buffer solutions work

In an ethanoic acid buffer

CH3CO2H (aq)                         CH3CO2
-

(aq) +  H+
(aq)

Acid conjugate base

In a buffer solution there is a much 
higher concentration of the salt  
CH3CO2

- ion than in the pure acid. 

If small amounts of acid is added to the buffer: Then the above equilibrium will shift to the left removing 
nearly all the H+ ions added, CH3CO2

-
(aq) +  H+

(aq)         � CH3CO2H (aq) 

As there is a large concentration of the salt ion in the buffer the ratio [CH3CO2H]/ [CH3CO2
-] stays almost 

constant, so the pH stays fairly constant. 

If small amounts of alkali is added to the buffer. The OH- ions will react with  H+ ions to 
form water.  The Equilibrium will then shift to the right to produce more H+ ions. Overall 
the concentration of H+ ions and pH remains constant (but some ethanoic acid molecules 
are changed to ethanoate ions) 

CH3CO2H (aq)                         CH3CO2
-

(aq) +  H+
(aq)

Learn these 
explanations carefully 
and be able to write 
the equilibrium to 
illustrate your answer

Calculating the pH of buffer solutions

[H+
(aq)][A

-
(aq)] 

[HA (aq)]
Ka=

We still use the weak acids dissociation expression

But here we assume the [A-] 
concentration is due to the 
added  salt only

[HA(aq)] 

[A-
(aq) ]

[H+
(aq)] = KaNormally we 

rearrange to

We also assume the Initial concentration of 
the acid has remained constant, because 
amount that has dissociated or reacted is 
small

The salt content can be added in several ways: a salt solution 
could be added to the acid or some solid salt added. A buffer can 
also be made by partially neutralising a weak acid with alkali and 
therefore producing a mixture of salt and acid

Diluting an acid or alkali

pH of diluted strong acid

[H+] =  [H+]old  x  old volume

new volume
pH  =  – log [H+]

pH of diluted base

[OH–] =  [OH–]old  x  old volume
new volume

[H+]  =   Kw
[OH– ]

pH  =  – log [H+] 

Example 7 Calculate the new pH when 50.0 cm3 of 0.150 mol dm-3 HCl is mixed with 500 cm3 of water. 

H+] =  [H+]old  x  old volume
new volume

0.05

0.55
[H+

(aq)] = 0.150  x [H+
(aq)] = 0.0136

pH  =  – log [H+] 
= -log 0.0136
= 1.87
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Example 8: making a buffer by adding a salt solution

What would be the pH of a buffer made from 45cm3 of 0.1M ethanoic acid 
and 50cm3 of 0.15 M sodium ethanoate (Ka = 1.7 x 10-5) ? 

Work out the moles of both solutions
Moles ethanoic = conc x vol = 0.1 x 0.045 = 0.0045mol
Moles sodium ethanoate = conc x vol = 0.15 x 0.050 = 0.0075

[HA(aq)] 

[A-
(aq) ]

[H+
(aq)] = Ka

We can enter moles of 
acid and salt straight 
into the equation as 
they both have the 
same new final volume

0.0045

0.0075
[H+

(aq)] = 1.7 x 10-5 x [H+
(aq)] = 1.02x 10-5 pH  =  – log [H+] 

= -log 1.02x 10-5 

= 4.99

Example 9 : making a buffer by adding a solid salt 

A buffer solution is made by adding 1.1g of sodium ethanoate into 100 cm3

of  0.4M ethanoic acid. What is its pH? Ka =1.7 x10-5

Work out the moles of both solutions
Moles ethanoic = conc x vol = 0.4 x 0.1 = 0.04mol
Moles sodium ethanoate = mass/Mr= 1.1/82   = 0.0134

[HA(aq)] 

[A-
(aq) ]

[H+
(aq)] = Ka

We can enter moles of 
acid and salt straight 
into the equation as 
they both have the 
same new final volume

0.04

0.0134
[H+

(aq)] = 1.7 x 10-5 x [H+
(aq)] = 5.07x 10-5 pH  =  – log [H+] 

= -log 5.07x 10-5 

= 4.29

If a buffer is made by adding sodium hydroxide to partially neutralise a weak acid then follow  the method below

Example 10  55cm3 of 0.5M CH3CO2H  is reacted with 25cm3 of 0.35M NaOH. What will be the pH of the resulting buffer 
solution?

Moles CH3CO2H = conc x vol =0.5x 0.055 = 0.0275mol
Moles NaOH = conc x vol = 0.35 x 0.025 = 0.00875

Moles of CH3CO2H in excess = 0.0275-0.00875 = 0.01875 (as 1:1 ratio) 

[CH3CO2H ]  =    moles excess CH3CO2H
total volume (dm3) 

= 0.01875/  0.08  = 0.234M

CH3CO2H+ NaOH � CH3CO2Na + H2O

pH  =  – log [H+] 
= -log 3.64 x 10-5

= 4.44

[CH3CO2
- ]  =    moles OH- added

total volume (dm3) 

= 0.00875/  0.08  = 0.109M

ka = [H+] [CH3CO2
- ] 

[ CH3CO2H ]

ka is 1.7 x 10-5 mol dm-3

[H+] = ka x[ CH3CO2H ] / [CH3CO2
- ] 

= 1.7 x 10-5  x 0.234 / 0.109
= 3.64 x 10-5

Calculating change in pH of buffer on addition of a lkali

If a small amount of alkali is added to a buffer then the moles of the acid would reduce by the number of 
moles of alkali added and the moles of salt would increase by the same amount so  a new calculation of 
pH can be done with the new values

A carbonic acid– hydrogencarbonate equilibrium acts  
as a buffer in the control of blood pH

Buffering action in blood
Equilibrium
H2CO3 ⇌ H+ + HCO3

–

Adding alkali reacts with H+ so the above Equilibrium 
would shift right forming new H+ and more HCO3

–The H2CO3/HCO3
– buffer is present in 

blood plasma, maintaining a pH between 
7.35 and 7.45.
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Titration curves

There are 4 main types of curve
1. Strong acid and strong base
2. Weak acid and strong base
3. Strong acid and weak base
4. Weak acid and weak base

The Key points to sketching a curve:
Initial and final pH 
Volume at neutralisation
General Shape (pH at neutralisation)

Strong acid – Strong base

 pH 

 7 

 1 

13 

 

    25 
 

cm3 of base 

Long vertical part 
from around 3 to 9

pH at equivalence point = 7

You may also have to work out the 
neutralisation volume from titration 
data given in the question. These 
are done by standard titration 
calculations from module 1.

The equivalence point lies at the 
mid point of the extrapolated 
vertical portion of the curve.

e.g. HCl and NaOH
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Weak acid – Strong base e.g. CH3CO2H and NaOH

 pH 

 7 

 1 

13 

 

    25 
 

cm3 of base 

At the start the pH rises quickly and then 
levels off. The flattened part is called the 
buffer region and is formed because a buffer 
solution is made

Vertical part of curve >7 
(around 7 to 9)

Equivalence point >7

pH 
starts 
near 3

Half neutralisation volume

[H+
(aq)][A

-
(aq)] 

[HA (aq)]
Ka=

For weak acids

At ½ the neutralisation 
volume the [HA] = [A-]

So Ka= [H+] and pKa = pH

If we know the Ka we can then work 
out the pH at ½ V or vice versa
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 pH 

 7 

 1 

13 

 

    25 
 

cm3 of base 

Strong acid – Weak base

Equivalence point < 7

Vertical part of curve 
<7 (around 4 to 7)

Weak acid – Weak base

e.g. CH3CO2H and NH3
e.g. HCl and NH3

 pH 

 7 

 1 

13 

 

    25 
 

cm3 of base 

No vertical part of the curve 

Choosing an Indicator

Indicators can be considered as weak acids. The acid 
must have a different colour to its conjugate base

HIn (aq) In-
(aq) +  H+

(aq)

colour A colour B

We can apply Le Chatelier to give us the 
colour.

In an acid solution the H+ ions present will 
push this equilibrium towards the reactants. 
Therefore colour A is the acidic colour.

In an alkaline solution the OH- ions will 
react and remove H+ ions causing the 
equilibrium to shift to the products. Colour B 
is the alkaline colour.

An indicator changes colour from HIn to In- over a 
narrow range. Different indicators change colours 
over a different ranges 

The end-point of a titration is reached when [HIn] = 
[In-]. To choose a correct indicator for a titration one 
should pick an indicator whose end-point coincides 
with the equivalence point for the titration

An indicator will work if the pH range of the indicator lies on the vertical part of the titration curve. In this case 
the indicator will change colour rapidly and the colour change will correspond to the neutralisation point. 

 pH 

 7 

 1 

13 

 

    25 
 

cm3 of base 

 

strong base 

 

weak base 

 

strong acid 

 

weak acid 

pH range for 
phenolphthalein 

pH range for 
methyl orange

Use methyl orange  with titrations with 
strong acids but not weak acids
Colour change: red acid � yellow alkali
(orange end point)

Only use phenolphthalein in titrations with strong 
bases but not weak bases-

Colour change: colourless acid � pink alkali
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Definitions of enthalpy changes

5.2 Energy

Enthalpy of atomisation
The enthalpy of atomisation of an element is the enthalpy 

change when 1 mole of gaseous atoms is formed 
from the element in its standard state

Na (s) � Na(g)  [∆atH = +148 kJ mol-1]

½ O2 (g) � O (g) [∆atH = +249 kJ mol-1]

The enthalpy change for a solid metal turning 
to gaseous atoms can also be called the 
Enthalpy of sublimation and will numerically 
be the same as the enthalpy of atomisation

Na (s) � Na(g) [∆subH = +148 kJ mol-1]

First Ionisation enthalpy
The first ionisation enthalpy is the enthalpy change 
required to remove 1 mole of electrons from 1 mole 
of gaseous atoms to form 1 mole of gaseous ions 
with a +1 charge
Mg (g) � Mg+ (g) + e- [∆ IE 1 H]

Second Ionisation enthalpy
The second ionisation enthalpy is the enthalpy 
change to remove 1 mole of electrons from one mole 
of gaseous 1+ ions to produces one mole of gaseous 
2+ ions.
Mg+ (g) � Mg 2+ (g) + e- [∆ IE 2 H]

First Electron affinity
The first electron affinity is the enthalpy change that 
occurs when 1 mole of gaseous atoms gain 1 mole of 
electrons to form 1 mole of gaseous ions with a –1 
charge

O (g) + e- � O- (g)    [∆eaH] = -141.1 kJ mol-1]

The first electron affinity  is exothermic for atoms that 
normally form negative ions because the ion is more 
stable than the atom and there is an attraction 
between  the nucleus and the electron

second electron affinity

The second electron affinity is the enthalpy change 
when one mole of gaseous 1- ions gains one 
electron per ion to produce gaseous 2- ions. 

O – (g) + e- � O2- (g)    [∆eaH = +798 kJ mol-1]

The second electron affinity for oxygen is 
endothermic because it take energy to overcome 
the repulsive force between the negative ion and 
the electron

Lattice Enthalpy 
The Lattice Enthalpy is the  standard enthalpy change 
when 1 mole of an ionic crystal lattice is formed from 
its constituent ions in gaseous form .

Na+ (g) + Cl- (g) � NaCl (s)    [∆ LE H = -787 kJ mol-1]

Enthalpy of Hydration ∆∆∆∆Hhyd
Enthalpy change when one mole of gaseous ions 
become aqueous ions .
X+ 

(g)  + aq � X+
(aq)    For Li+ ∆hydH = -519 kJ mol-1

or 
X-

(g)  + aq � X- (aq)     For F- ∆hydH = -506 kJ mol-1

This always gives out energy (exothermic, -ve) 
because bonds are made between the ions and the 
water molecules 

Enthalpy of solution
The enthalpy of solution is the standard enthalpy 
change when one mole of an ionic solid dissolves in 
an large enough amount of water to ensure that the 
dissolved ions are well separated and do not 
interact with one another

NaCl (s) + aq � Na+ (aq) + Cl-(aq) ∆solH

Enthalpy change of formation
The standard enthalpy change of formation of a compound is the energy transferred when 
1 mole of the compound is formed from its elements under standard conditions (298K 
and 100kpa), all reactants and products being in th eir standard states

Na (s) + ½Cl2 (g) � NaCl (s)    [∆fH = - 411.2 kJ mol-1]
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5.2.1 Lattice Enthalpy

The lattice enthalpy can be used  as a measure 
of ionic bond strength



MgCl2 (s)

Mg (s) + Cl2(g)

Mg (g)    + Cl2(g)

2 x∆EaH(Cl)

∆atH (Mg)

2x ∆atH (Cl)

∆LEH

∆fH (MgCl2) 

+ 2Cl- (g)Mg2+ (g)

+ 2Cl  (g)Mg2+ (g) + 2e-

Mg2+ (g) + 2e- + Cl2(g)

Mg+ (g) + e- + Cl2(g)

∆IE 1H(Mg)

∆IE 2H (Mg)

NaCl (s)

Na (s) + ½ Cl2(g)

Na (g)    + ½ Cl2(g)

∆EaH (Cl)

∆atH (Na)

∆atH (Cl)

∆ LE H (NaCl)

∆fH (NaCl) 

+ Cl- (g)Na+ (g)

+ Cl  (g)Na+ (g) + e-

Na+(g) + e- + ½ Cl2(g)

∆IE 1H(Na)

BORN HABER CYCLES

The lattice enthalpy cannot be determined directly. We calculate it indirectly by making use of changes 
for which data are available and link them together in an enthalpy cycle the Born Haber cycle

Born Haber cycle: sodium Chloride

By applying Hess’s law the heat of formation equals to the sum of everything else

∆fH =∆atH (Na) + ∆IEH(Na)+ ∆atH(Cl) + ∆EaH(Cl) + ∆LEH

Rearrange to give ∆LEH = ∆fH - (∆atH (Na) + ∆IEH(Na)+ ∆atH (Cl) ∆EaH(Cl) ) 

Pay attention to state 
symbols and direction of 
arrows.

Usually all pieces of data are given 
except the one that needs to be 
calculated

∆LEH =-411 – (+107 + 496 + 122 + -349) = -787 kJmol-1

Born Haber cycle: magnesium Chloride
The data for the ∆at H (Cl) could 
also be given as the bond energy 
for E(Cl-Cl ) bond. 

Remember :

E(Cl-Cl ) = 2 x ∆at H (Cl)

Note in this example the first and 
second ionisation energies of 
magnesium are needed as Mg is 
a +2 ion
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Born Haber cycle: calcium oxide

CaO (s)

Ca (s) + ½ O2(g)

Ca (g)    + ½ O2(g)

∆Ea1H (O)

∆atH(Ca)

∆atH(O)

∆LEH 

∆fH (CaO) 

+ e- + O- (g)Ca2+ (g)

+ O  (g)Ca2+ (g) + 2e-

Ca2+ (g) + 2e- + ½ O2(g)

Ca + (g) + e- + ½ O2(g))

∆IE1H(Ca)

∆IE2H (Ca)

Ca2+ (g) + O2- (g)

∆Ea1H(O) Notice the second electron affinity 
for oxygen is endothermic
because it take energy to 
overcome the repulsive force
between the negative ion and 
the electron

Trends in Lattice Enthalpies

The strength of a  enthalpy of lattice formation depends on the 
following factors

1. The sizes of the ions:

The larger the ions, the less negative the enthalpies of lattice 
formation (i.e. a weaker lattice). As the ions are larger the 
charges become further apart and so have a weaker attractive 
force between them.

2.     The charges on the ion:
The bigger the charge of the ion, the greater the attraction 
between the ions so the stronger the lattice enthalpy (more 
negative values).

The lattice enthalpies become 
less negative down any group. 
e.g. LiCl, NaCl, KCl, RbCl

e.g group 1 halides   (eg NaF KI) 
have lattice enthalpies of around –
700 to -1000

group 2 halides (eg MgCl2) have 
lattice enthalpies of around –2000 to 
–3500

group 2 oxides eg MgO have lattice 
enthalpies of around –3000 to –
4500 kJmol-1

3
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5.2.2 Free-energy change ( ∆∆∆∆G) and entropy change ( ∆∆∆∆S)

A problem with ∆H

A reaction that is exothermic will result in products that 
are more thermodynamically stable than the reactants.
This is a driving force behind many reactions and causes 
them to be spontaneous (occur without any external 
influence).

Some spontaneous reactions, however, are endothermic.
How can this be explained?

We need to consider something called entropy

A SPONTANEOUS PROCESS (e.g. diffusion) will proceed on 
its own without any external influence.

Entropy, S˚ Entropy is a description of the number of 
ways atoms can share quanta of energy.
If number of ways of arranging the energy 
(W) is high, then system is disordered
and entropy (S) is high.

Substances with more ways of arranging their atoms and 
energy (more disordered) have a higher entropy.

Elements

…tend to have lower 
entropies than…

Compounds

Simpler compounds Complex compounds

Pure substances Mixtures

solid

Liquid

gas

Temperature

E
ntropy

Solids have lower entropies than liquids which are lower than gases.
When a solid increases in Temperature its entropy increases as the 
particles vibrate more.
There is a bigger jump in entropy with boiling than that with melting.
Gases have large entropies as they are much more di sordered

Predicting Change in entropy ‘ ∆S’ Qualitatively

Balanced chemical equations can 
often be used to predict if ∆S˚ is 
positive or negative.

In general, a significant increase in the entropy will occur if:
-there is a change of state from solid or liquid to gas
- there is a  significant increase in number of molecules 
between products and reactants.

NH4Cl (s) � HCl (g) + NH3 (g)
∆S˚ = +ve 
•change from solid reactant to gaseous products
•increase in number of molecules
both will increase disorder

Na s + ½ Cl2 g � NaCl s
∆S˚ = -ve 
•change from gaseous and solid reactant to solid
•decrease in number of molecules
both will decrease disorder

An increase in disorder and entropy will lead to a positive entropy change  ∆S˚ = +ve 

Calculating ∆S˚ quantitatively

Data books lists standard entropies (S˚) per mole for a variety of substances. 
It is not possible for a substance to have a standard entropy of less than zero.

Elements in their standard 
states do not have zero 
entropy. Only perfect 
crystals at absolute zero 
(T = 0 K) will have zero 
entropy:∆S˚ = Σ S˚products - ΣS˚reactants

The unit of entropy is J K -1 mol -1

At 0K substances have zero 
entropy. There is no disorder 
as particles are stationary

reactants

Activation 
Energy: 
EA

∆H

Progress of Reaction

E
nergy

4

products

melting

boiling
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Example

Calculate ∆S˚ for the following reaction at 25˚C:

2Fe2O3 (s) + 3C (s) � 4Fe (s) + 3CO2 (g)

∆S˚ = S˚products - S˚reactants

= (3 x 213.6 + 4 x  27.3) – (2 x 87.4 + 3 x 5.7)

= + 558.1 J K-1 mol-1 = + 558 J K -1 mol -1 (3 S.F.) 

S [Fe2O3] = 87.4 J K-1 mol-1

S [C] = 5.7 J K-1 mol-1

S [Fe] = 27.3 J K-1 mol-1

S [CO2] = 213.6 J K-1 mol-1

Note: the entropy 
change is very positive 
as a large amount of 
gas is being created 
increasing disorder

Gibbs Free Energy Change, ∆G Gibbs free energy is a term that 
combines the effect of enthalpy 
and entropy into one number 

The balance between entropy and enthalpy determines the 
feasibility of a reaction. 
This is given by the relationship :

∆G = ∆H - T∆S

For any spontaneous change, ∆G will be negative .

A reaction that has increasing entropy 
(+ve ∆S) and is exothermic (-ve ∆H ) 

will make  ∆G be negative and will 
always be feasible

∆G = ∆H - T∆S

Units: KJ  mol -1

Unit of S= J K -1 mol -1

Need to convert to
KJ K -1 mol -1

( ÷1000)Units: KJ  mol -1

Convert from ˚C to K (+ 273)

Example : Data for the following reaction, which represents the 
reduction of aluminium oxide by carbon, are shown in the table.
Al2O3(s) + 3C(s) → 2Al(s) + 3CO(g)
Calculate the values of ∆H , ∆S and ∆G for the above reaction at 298 K

Substance ∆f H /  
kJmol –1

∆S /       
JK–1mol –1

Al2O3(s) -1669 51

C(s) 0 6

Al(s) 0 28

CO(g) -111 198

1. Calculate ∆S

∆S˚ = Σ S˚products - Σ S˚reactants

= (2 x 28 + 3x198) – (51 + 3 x 6)

= +581J K-1 mol-1 (3 S.F.) 

2. Calculate ∆H˚

∆H˚ = ΣΣΣΣ∆ f H˚ [products] - ΣΣΣΣ∆ f H˚ [reactants]

= (3 x -111) – -1669

= +1336  kJ mol-1

3. Calculate ∆G

∆G = ∆H - T∆S
= +1336 – 298x 0.581
= +1163kJ mol-1

∆G is positive. The reaction is not feasible

Calculating the temperature a reaction will become 
feasible

Calculate the temperature range that this reaction will be 
feasible 
N2(g)  +  O2(g)  � 2 NO(g)

∆ H = 180 kJ mol-1 ∆S = 25 J K-1 mol-1

The reaction will be feasible when ∆ G ≤0

Make ∆G = 0 in the following equation ∆G = ∆H - T∆S

0 = ∆H - T∆S

So T= ∆H / ∆S

T = 180/ (25/1000) 
= 7200K

The T must be >7200K which is a high Temp!

∆G during phase changes

As physical phase changes like melting and boiling are 
equilibria, the ∆G for such changes is zero .

What temperature would methane melt at? 

CH4(s) � CH4 (l) ∆H = 0.94 kJmol-1   ∆S = 10.3 Jmol-1K-1

Make ∆G = 0 in the following equation ∆G = ∆H - T∆S
0 = ∆H - T∆S
So T= ∆H / ∆S

T= 0.94 / (10.3÷1000)

T= 91K

If ∆G is negative  there is still a 
possibility, however, that the reaction 
will not occur or will occur so slowly that 
effectively it doesn’t happen.
If the reaction has a high activation 
energy the reaction will not occur. 

5
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Effect of Temperature on feasibility

Changing  Temperature will change the 
value of - T∆S in the above equation

∆G = ∆H - T∆S

If the reaction involves an increase in entropy  (∆S is +ve) 
then increasing Temperature will make it more likely that 
∆G is negative and more likely that the reaction 
occurs e.g.  NaCl + aq ���� Na+

(aq) + Cl-(aq)

If the reaction involves an decrease in entropy  (∆S is  -
ve) then increasing Temperature will make it more  less 
likely that ∆G is negative and less likely for the 
reaction to occur. E.g. HCl(g) + NH3 (g) ➝ NH4Cl(s)

If the reaction has a ∆S close to zero then 
temperature will not have a large effect on the 
feasibility of the reaction  as - T∆S  will be 
small and ∆G won’t change much
e.g. N2 (g) + O2 (g) ���� 2NO (g)

This graph shows how the free-energy change for  formation 
of ammonia varies with temperature above 240 K.
½ N2(g) + 3/2 H2(g) � NH3(g)

Applying the equation of a straight line

y= mx+c to the ∆G = ∆H - T∆S equation.

c = ∆H
The gradient of this graph is equal to -∆S

The positive gradient means ∆S is negative which 
corresponds to the equation above showing 
increasing order.

When ∆G <0 then the reaction is spontaneous. In this 
case at Temperatures below  around 460K 

The slope of the line would change below 240K because ammonia would be a liquid and the 
entropy change would be different

Enthalpies of solution Using Born Haber cycles to determine enthalpy chang es of solution

MgCl2 (s)

∆LEH (MgCl2)

+ 2Cl- (g)Mg2+ (g)

+ 2Cl- (aq)Mg2+ (aq)

∆ hyd H Mg2+ 

ΔsolH

When an ionic substance dissolves the lattice must be 
broken up. The enthalpy of lattice dissociation is equal 
to the energy needed to break up the lattice (to gaseous 
ions). This step is endothermic.
The size of the lattice enthalpy depends on the size and 
charge on the ion. The smaller the ion and the higher its 
charge the stronger the lattice 

ΔsolH = - ∆ LEH +  Σ∆ hyd H

When an ionic lattice dissolves in water it involves breaking up the bonds in the lattice and forming new 
bonds between the metal ions and water molecules.

For MgCl2 the ionic equation for the dissolving is MgCl2 (s) + aq ���� Mg2+
(aq) + 2Cl- (aq)
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Example . Calculate the enthalpy of solution of NaCl 
given that the lattice enthalpy of formation of 
NaCl is -771 kJmol-1 and the enthalpies of 
hydration of sodium and chloride ions are -406 
and -364 kJmol-1 respectively 

ΔsolH = - ∆LEH +  Σ∆hydH

=  - (-771) + (-406-364)

= + 1 kJmol-1

What does Δsol H tell us?
Generally Δsol H is not very exo or endothermic so the hydration enthalpy is about the same as lattice enthalpy.
In general the substance is more likely to be soluble if the Δsol H is exothermic.
If a substance is insoluble it is often because the lattice enthalpy is much larger than the hydration enthalpy and 
it is not energetically favourable to break up the lattice, making Δsol H endothermic .

BaSO4 (s)

∆LEH (BaSO4)

+ SO4
2- (g)Ba2+ (g)

+  SO4
2- (aq)Ba2+ (aq)

∆hydH Ba2+ 

ΔsolH INSOLUBLE

ΔH solution endothermic .

We must consider entropy , however, to give us the full picture about solubility. 
When a solid dissolves into ions the entropy increases as there is more disorder as solid changes to solution 
and  number of particles increases .
This positive ∆S can make ∆G negative even if ∆H solution is endothermic, especially at higher temperatures.

Hydration enthalpies are exothermic as energy is given 
out as water molecules bond to the metal ions.

The negative ions are attracted to the δ+ hydrogens on 
the polar water molecules and the positive ions are 
attracted to the δ- oxygen on the polar water molecules. 

The higher the charge density the greater the hydration 
enthalpy (e.g. smaller ions or ions with larger charges ) 
as the ions attract the water molecules more strongly.

e.g. Fluoride ions have more negative hydration 
enthalpies than chloride ions

Magnesium ions have a more negative hydration enthalpy 
than barium  ions

For salts where ΔH solution is exothermic 
the salt will always dissolve at all Temperatures 

∆S is positive due to the 
increased disorder as more 
particles so - T∆S always 
negative

∆G = ∆H - T∆S 

∆H  is 
negative

∆G  is 
always 
negative

For salts where ΔH solution is endothermic 
the salt may dissolve depending on whether the 
-T∆S value is more negative than ∆H is positive

∆S is positive due to 
the increased 
disorder as more 
particles so - T∆S 
always negative

∆G = ∆H - T∆S 

∆H  is 
positive

Will dissolve 
if ∆G  is  
negative

Increasing the Temperature will make it more 
likely that ∆G will become negative, making the 
reaction feasible and the salt dissolve
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∆hydH SO4
2-

Ba2+ (aq) + SO4
2- (g)
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Redox

reducing agents are 
electron donors

oxidising agents are 
electron acceptors

oxidation is the process of electron loss :
Zn� Zn2+ + 2e-

It involves an increase in oxidation number

reduction is the process of electron gain :
Cl2 + 2e- � 2Cl-

It involves a decrease in oxidation number

Redox equations and half equations

Br2 (aq) + 2I- (aq) � I2 (aq) + 2 Br- (aq)

Br2 (aq) + 2e- � + 2 Br- (aq) 2I- (aq) � I2 (aq) + 2 e-

I has oxidised as it has lost electronsBr has reduced as it has gained electrons

When naming oxidising 
and reducing agents 

always refer to full name 
of substance and not 
just name of element

The oxidising agent is Bromine 
water . It is an electron acceptor

The reducing agent is the Iodide 
ion. It is an electron donor

An oxidising agent (or oxidant) is the 
species that causes another element to 
oxidise. It is itself reduced in the reaction

A reducing agent (or reductant) is the 
species that causes another element 
reduce. It is itself oxidised in the reaction.

A reduction half equation only shows the parts 
of a chemical equation involved in reduction 
The electrons are on the left

An oxidation half equation only shows the 
parts of a chemical equation involved in 
oxidation
The electrons are on the right
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5.2.3 Electrode Potentials and Fuel Cells

Balancing Redox equations

Writing half equations

1. Work out oxidation numbers for element being oxidised/ reduced Zn    � Zn2+ Zn changes from 0 to +2

2. Add electrons equal to the change in oxidation number
For reduction add e’s to reactants
For oxidation add e’s to products

Zn    � Zn2+ + 2e-

3. check to see that the sum of the charges on the reactant side 
equals the sum of the charges on the product side +2 –2 =00

-1 + 8 -5 = +2

More complex Half equations

If  the substance that is being oxidised or reduced contains a varying amount  of O (eg 
MnO4

- � Mn2+ ) then the half equations are balanced by adding H+, OH- ions and H2O.
In acidic conditions 
use H+ and H2O

Example : Write the half equation for the change MnO4
- � Mn2+ 

1. Balance the change in O.N. with electrons MnO4
- + 5e- � Mn2+ Mn changes from  +7 to +2

Add 5 electrons to reactants

2. Add H2O in products to balance O’s in MnO4
- MnO4

- + 5e- � Mn2+  + 4H2O

3. Add H+ in reactants to balance H’s in H2O MnO4
- + 8H+ + 5e- � Mn2+  + 4H2O

4. check to see that the sum of the charges on the reactant side 
equals the sum of the charges on the product side +2
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Combining half equations

To make a full redox equation combine a reduction 
half equation with a oxidation half equation

To combine two half equations there must be 
equal numbers of electrons in the two half 
equations so that the electrons cancel out

Reduction MnO4
- + 8 H+ + 5 e- → Mn2+ + 4 H2O

Oxidation C2O4
2- → 2 CO2 +  2 e-

x2

x5

Multiply the half equations to get 
equal electrons

2MnO4
- +  16 H+ + 5C2O4

2- → 2Mn2+ + 10 CO2 +  8 H2O Add half equations together and cancel 
electrons

-4 + 4 = 0

Example : Write the half equation for the change SO4
2- � SO2

1. Balance the change in O.N. with electrons SO4
2- + 2e- � SO2

S changes from  +6 to +4
Add 2 electrons to reactants

2. Add H2O in products to balance O’s in SO4
2-

3. Add H+ in reactants to balance H’s in H2O SO4
2- + 4H+ + 2e- � SO2 + 2H2O

4. check to see that the sum of the charges on the reactant side 
equals the sum of the charges on the product side 0

SO4
2- + 2e- � SO2 + 2H2O

Reduction SO4
2- + 10H+ + 8e- �H2S+ 4H2O

Oxidation 2I- → I2 +  2 e-
x4

Multiply the half equations to get 
equal electrons

8I- + SO4
2- + 10H+ � H2S+ 4I2 + 4H2O

Add half equations together and 
cancel electrons

Example  1

Example  2
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Manganate redox titration
The redox titration between Fe2+ with MnO4

– (purple) is a very 
common exercise. This titration is self indicating because of the 
significant colour change from reactant to product

MnO4
-(aq) + 8H+ (aq) + 5Fe2+ (aq)� Mn2+ (aq) + 4H2O (l) + 5Fe3+ (aq)

Purple colourless

Choosing correct acid for manganate titrations.
The acid is needed to supply the 8H+ ions. Some acids are not suitable as they set up alternative redox 
reactions and hence make the titration readings inaccurate.
Only use dilute sulphuric acid for manganate titration 
Insufficient volumes of sulphuric acid will mean the solution is not acidic enough and MnO2 will be produced 
instead of Mn2+

MnO4
-(aq) + 4H+(aq) + 3e- � MnO2 (s) + 2H2O 

The  brown MnO2 will mask the colour change and lead to a greater (inaccurate) volume of Manganate being 
used in the titration
Using a weak acid like ethanoic acid would have the same effect as it cannot supply the  large amount of 
hydrogen ions  needed (8H+)

It cannot be conc HCl as the Cl- ions would be oxidised to Cl2 by MnO4
- as the Eo MnO4

-/Mn2+ > Eo Cl2/Cl-

MnO4
-(aq) + 8H+(aq) + 5e– � Mn2+ (aq) + 4H2O(l) E+1.51V

Cl2(aq) +2e– � 2Cl–(aq) E +1.36V
This would lead to a greater volume of manganate being used and poisonous Cl2 being produced

It cannot be nitric acid as it is an oxidising agent. It oxidises Fe2+ to Fe3+ as Eo NO3
-/HNO2> Eo Fe3+/Fe2+

NO3
- (aq) + 3H+(aq) + 2e– � HNO2(aq) + H2O(l) Eo +0.94V

Fe3+ (aq)+e– � Fe2+ (aq) Eo +0.77 V
This would lead to a smaller volume of manganate being used

The purple colour of manganate can make it 
difficult to see the bottom of the meniscus in 
the burette.

If the manganate is in the burette then the 
end point of the titration will be the first 
permanent pink colour. 
Colourless � purple
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Thiosulphate redox titration
The redox titration between I2 and thiosulphate S2O3

2- is a 
common exercise. 

2S2O3
2-(aq) +    I2 (aq) � 2I- (aq)     +    S4O6

2-(aq) 
yellow/brown sol colourless sol

A starch indicator is added near the end 
point when the iodine fades a pale yellow 
to emphasise it.
With starch added the  colour change is 
from blue/black to colourless

Redox titrations 
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Other useful manganate titrations
With hydrogen peroxide

Ox H2O2 � O2 + 2H+ + 2e-

Red MnO4
-(aq) + 8H+(aq) + 5e- � Mn2+ (aq) + 4H2O

Overall 2MnO4
-(aq) + 6H+(aq) + 5H2O2 � 5O2 + 2Mn2+ (aq) + 8H2O  

Ox C2O4
2- � 2CO2 + 2e-

Red MnO4
-(aq) + 8H+(aq) + 5e- � Mn2+ (aq) + 4H2O

Overall 2MnO4
-(aq) + 16H+(aq) + 5C2O4

2-(aq)� 10CO2(g) + 2Mn2+(aq) + 8H2O(l) 

With ethanedioate

With Iron (II) ethanedioate both the Fe2+ and the C2O4
2- react with the MnO4

-

1MnO4
- reacts with 5Fe2+ and 2 MnO4

- reacts with 5C2O4
2-

MnO4
-(aq) + 8H+(aq) + 5Fe2+  � Mn2+ (aq) + 4H2O + 5Fe3+  

2MnO4
-(aq) + 16H+(aq) + 5C2O4

2- � 10CO2 + 2Mn2+ (aq) + 8H2O  
So overall
3MnO4

-(aq) + 24H+(aq) + 5FeC2O4 � 10CO2 + 3Mn2+ (aq) + 5Fe3+ + 12H2O  

So overall the ratio is 3 MnO4
- to 5 FeC2O4

The reaction between MnO4
- and 

C2O4
2- is slow to begin with (as 

the reaction is between two 
negative ions) To do as a titration 
the conical flask can be heated to 
60o C to speed up the initial 
reaction.
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A 1.412 g sample of impure FeC2O4.2H2O 
was dissolved in an excess of dilute 
sulphuric acid and made up to 250 cm3 of 
solution. 25.0 cm3 of this solution 
decolourised 23.45 cm3 of a 0.0189 mol
dm–3 solution of potassium 
manganate(VII).
What is the the percentage by mass of 
FeC2O4.2H2O in the original sample?

Step1 : find moles of KMnO4 

moles = conc x vol
0.0189 x 23.45/1000

= 4.43x10-4 mol
Step 2 : using  balanced equation find moles FeC2O4.2H2O in 25cm3

= moles of KMnO4 x 5/3 (see above for ratio)
= 7.39x10-4 mol

Step 3 : find moles FeC2O4.2H2O in 250 cm3 

= 7.39x10-4 mol x 10
= 7.39x10-3 mol

Step 4 : find mass of FeC2O4.2H2O in 7.39x10-3 mol
mass= moles x Mr = 7.39x10-3 x 179.8 = 1.33g

Step 5 ; find % mass

%mass = 1.33/1.412 x100

= 94.1%

be able to perform calculations for these titrations and for 
others when the reductant and its oxidation product are given. 

A 2.41g nail made from an alloy containing iron is 
dissolved in 100cm3 acid. The solution formed 
contains Fe(II) ions. 
10cm3 portions of this solution are titrated with 
potassium manganate (VII) solution of 0.02M. 
9.80cm3 of KMnO4 were needed to react with the 
solution containing the iron.
What is the percentage of Iron by mass in the nail?

Manganate titration example

MnO4
-
(aq) + 8H+

(aq) + 5Fe2+ � Mn2+
(aq) + 4H2O + 5Fe3+

Step1 : find moles of KMnO4 

moles = conc x vol
0.02 x 9.8/1000

= 1.96x10-4 mol
Step 2 : using  balanced equation find moles Fe2+ in 10cm3

= moles of KMnO4 x 5
= 9.8x10-4 mol

Step 3 : find moles Fe2+ in 100cm3

= 9.8x10-4 mol x 10
= 9.8x10-3 mol

Step 4 : find mass of Fe in 9.8x10-3 mol
mass= moles x RAM = 9.8x10-3 x 55.8 = 0.547g

Step 5 ; find % mass

%mass = 0.547/2.41 x100

= 22.6%
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Electrode Potentials

Electrochemical cells

•A cell has two half–cells. 
•The two half cells have to be connected with a salt 
bridge. 
•Simple half cells will consist of  a metal (acts an 
electrode) and a solution of a compound containing 
that metal (eg Cu and CuSO4). 
•These two half cells will produce a small voltage if 
connected into a circuit. (i.e. become a Battery or 
cell).

Salt Bridge
The salt bridge is used to connect up the circuit. The free moving ions conduct the charge.

A salt bridge is usually made from a piece of filter paper (or material) soaked in a salt solution, usually 
Potassium Nitrate . 

The salt should be unreactive with the electodes and electrode solutions.. E.g. potassium chloride would not 
be suitable for copper systems as Chloride ions can form complexes with copper ions.

A wire is not used because the metal wire would set up its own electrode system with the solutions. 

Why does a voltage form?
In the cell pictured above
When connected together the zinc half-cell has more of a tendency to 
oxidise to the Zn2+ ion and release electrons than the copper half-cell.  
(Zn� Zn2+ + 2e-)
More electrons will therefore build up on the zinc electrode than the 
copper electrode.
A potential difference is created between the two electrodes.
The zinc strip is the negative terminal and the copper strip is the 
positive terminal. 

This potential difference is measured with a high resistance voltmeter, 
and is given the symbol E. The E for the above cell is E= +1.1V.

Why use a High resistance 
voltmeter?
The voltmeter needs to be of very 
high resistance to stop the current 
from flowing in the circuit. In this 
state it is possible to measure the 
maximum possible potential 
difference (E). 
The reactions will not be occurring 
because the very high resistance 
voltmeter stops the current from 
flowing.

What happens if current is allowed to flow?
If the voltmeter is removed and replaced with a bulb or if the circuit is short circuited, a current flows. The 
reactions will then occur separately at each electrode. The voltage will fall to zero as the reactants are used up.

The most positive electrode will always undergo reduction.
Cu2+ (aq)  +  2e- � Cu(s) (positive as electrons are used up)

The most negative electrode will always undergo oxidation.
Zn(s)  � Zn2+ (aq)  +  2e- (negative as electrons are given off)
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Zinc 
electrode

copper 
electrode

1M zinc 
sulphate 
solution

1M 
copper 
sulphate 
solution

Salt bridge

Electron 
flow

Measuring the electrode potential of a cell 

•It is not possible to measure the absolute potential of a half electrode on its own. It is 
only possible to measure the potential difference between two electrodes.
• To measure it, it has to be connected to another half-cell of known potential, and the 
potential difference between the two half-cells measured.  
•by convention we can assign a relative potential to each electrode by linking it to a 
reference electrode (hydrogen electrode), which is given a potential of zero Volts
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The standard hydrogen electrode 

The potential of all electrodes are measured by 
comparing their potential to that of the standard 
hydrogen electrode. 

The standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) is assigned 
the potential of 0 volts.

The hydrogen electrode equilibrium is:
H2 (g)  2H+ (aq) + 2e-

Because the equilibrium does not include a 
conducting metal surface a platinum wire is used 
which is coated in finely divided platinum.  (The 
platinum black acts as a catalyst, because it is 
porous and can absorb the hydrogen gas.)

Components of a standard hydrogen electrode.
To make the electrode a standard reference electrode 

some conditions apply:
1. Hydrogen gas at pressure of 100kPa
2. Solution containing the hydrogen ion at 1 M 
(solution is usually 1M HCl)
3. Temperature at 298K

Secondary standards
The Standard Hydrogen Electrode is difficult to use, so often a 
different standard is used which is easier to use.  
These other standards are themselves calibrated against the SHE.
This is known as using a secondary standard - i.e. a standard 
electrode that has been calibrated against the primary standard.  
The common ones are:
silver / silver chloride E = +0.22 V
calomel electrode  E = +0.27 V 

Standard conditions are needed because 
the position of the redox equilibrium will 
change with conditions.
For example, in the equilibrium:
Mn+(aq)  +   n e- M(s)

an increase in the concentration of Mn+

would move the equilibrium to the right, 
so making the potential more positive.

Standard Electrode Potentials
The standard conditions are :
•All ion solutions at 1M 
•temperature 298K 
•gases at 100kPa pressure
•No current flowing

When an electrode system is connected to the 
hydrogen electrode system, and standard conditions 
apply the potential difference measured is called the 
standard electrode potential, 

E

Standard electrode potentials are found in 
data books and are quoted as
Li+(aq) | Li (s)     E= -3.03V
more  oxidised form on left

They may also be quoted as half 
equations  
Li+ (aq) + e- Li (s)       E= -3.03V 
but again the more oxidised form is on 
the left

Pt electrode

Pt electrode

1M HCl

1M Fe2+ and 1M 
Fe3+

Salt bridge
KNO3 (aq)

H2 gas at 
100kPa

Solution containing metal 
ions (e.g. Fe2+) at 1 mol 
dm-3 concentration

Metal 
electrode 
e.g. Fe

H2 gas at 
100kPa

1M HCl

Pt electrode

Salt bridge
KNO3 (aq)
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Note: in the electrode system containing two solutions it is 
necessary to use a platinum electrode and both solutions must 
be of a 1M concentration.
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Using electrode potentials

The most useful application of electrode potentials is to show 
the direction of spontaneous change for redox reactions 

The easiest way to use electrode potentials is as follows:

For any two half equations The more negative half cell will 
always oxidise (go backwards)

Mg2+ (aq) + 2e- � Mg(s) E= -2.37V
Cu2+ (aq) + 2e- � Cu (s) E = +0.34V

The more positive half cell will always 
reduce (go forwards)

The reaction would be
Mg + Cu2+ � Cu + Mg 2+

If we want to work out the Ecell 
that corresponds to this 
spontaneous change then use 
Ecell = Ered – Eox 
A spontaneous change will 
always have a positive Ecell

Zn2+(aq) + 2e- � Zn(s)  E= - 0.76V
Fe2+(aq) + 2e- � Fe(s)  E= -0.44V

The more positive electrode will reduce and go from left to 
right Fe2+ (aq) +2e- � Fe(s)
Electrons arrive at this electrode and are absorbed (gained)

To get the full equation of the reaction add the 
two half reactions together, cancelling out the 
electrons.      
Zn + Fe2+ � Fe + Zn2+

The most negative electrode will oxidise and go from right to left
The half equation is therefore Zn(s) � Zn2+ (aq)   +2e-

Electrons are given off (lost) and travel to positive electrode

Using series of standard electrode potentials

Li+ + e- � Li            -3.03V
Mn2+ + 2e- � Mn          -1.19V

2H+ + 2e- � H2 0V

Ag+ +  e- � Ag           +0.8V
F2 + 2e- � 2F- +2.87

As more +ve
increasing 
tendency for 
species on left to
reduce , and act 
as oxidising 
agents

As more -ve
increasing 
tendency for 
species on right 
to oxidise , and 
act as reducing 
agents

oxidation

reduction

Most strong reducing 
agents found here

Most strong oxidising 
agents found here

The most powerful reducing agents will be found at the most negative end of the series 
on the right (ie the one with the lower oxidation number)
The most powerful oxidising agents will be found at the most positive end of the series on 
the left (ie the one with the higher oxidation number)

If we want to work out the Ecell from two 
standard electrode potentials then use
Ecell = Ered – Eox 

N Goalby chemrevise.org
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O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e– → 2H2O(I) Eo+1.23V
F2(g) + 2e– → 2F–(aq) Eo +2.87V

Use electrode data to explain why fluorine reacts with water.
Write an equation for the reaction that occurs.

Cl2(aq) + 2e– →  2Cl–(aq) Eo+1.36V
2HOCl(aq) + 2H+(aq) + 2e– →  Cl2(aq) + 2H2O(I) Eo+1.64V
H2O2(aq) + 2H+(aq) + 2e– →  2H2O(I) Eo +1.77V
O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e– →  2H2O(I) Eo +1.23V

Use data from the table to explain why chlorine 
should undergo a redox reaction with water.  Write 
an equation for this reaction.

Use the half-equations to explain in terms of oxidation states what 
happens to hydrogen peroxide when it is reduced.

H2O2(aq) + 2H+(aq) + 2e– →  2H2O(I)  Eo+1.77V
O2(g) + 2H+(aq) + 2e– →  H2O2(aq)     Eo +0.68V

Example 1

First apply idea that more positive Eo will reduce (go forward) 
and more negative Eo will oxidise (go backwards) 

reduce

oxidise

Explanation to write

As Eo F2/F- > Eo O2/H2O, F2 will oxidise H2O to O2

Equation

2F2(g) + 2H2O(I) → 4F–(aq) +  O2(g) + 4H+(aq) 

Can also work out Ecell and quote it as 
part of your answer 
Ecell = Ered - Eox = 2.87-1.23 =1.64V

Remember to cancel out electrons in full equation

Example 2

First select relevant half equations by considering the Eo

values and applying the  idea that more positive Eo will reduce 
(go forward) and more negative Eo will oxidise (go backwards) 

Cl2(aq) + 2e– →  2Cl– (aq) Eo+1.36V
O2(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e– →  2H2O(I) Eo +1.23V

reduce

oxidise
Explanation to write

As Eo Cl2/Cl- > Eo O2/H2O, Cl2 will oxidise H2O to O2
Equation

2Cl2(g) + 2H2O(I) → 4Cl–(aq) +  O2(g) + 4H+(aq) 

Fe3+ (aq) + e– → Fe2+ (aq) Eo +0.77V
2H+(aq) + 2e– → H2(g) Eo 0.00V
Fe2+ (aq) + 2e– → Fe(s) Eo–0.44V

Suggest what reactions occur, if any, when hydrogen gas 
is bubbled into a solution containing a mixture of iron(II) 
and iron(III) ions.  Explain your answer.

First select relevant half equations by considering the Eo

values and applying the  idea that more positive Eo will reduce 
(go forward) and more negative Eo will oxidise (go backwards) 

Fe3+ (aq) + e– → Fe2+ (aq) Eo +0.77V
2H+(aq) + 2e– → H2(g) Eo 0.00V

oxidise

reduce

Explanation to write

Fe3+ will be reduced to Fe2+ by H2 oxidising to H+

because Eo Fe3+ /Fe2+ > Eo H+/H2
Equation

2Fe3+ (aq) + H2(g) → 2Fe2+ (aq) + 2H+(aq) 

Example  3

reduce

oxidise

Explanation to write

As Eo H2O2/H2O > Eo O2/H2O2 , H2O2 disproportionates
from -1 oxidation state to 0 in O2 and -2 in H2O

2H2O2(aq) →  2H2O(I) + O2

Equation

Example  4
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Zn2+(aq) + 2e- � Zn(s)  E= - 0.76V
Fe2+(aq) + 2e- � Fe(s)  E= -0.44V

Zn + Fe2+ � Fe + Zn2+  E= +0.32

Effect of conditions on cell e.m.f

The effects of changing conditions on cell e.m.f can 
be made by applying le chateliers principle

E.m.f. is a measure of how far from equilibrium the 
cell reaction lies. The more positive the e.m.f the 
more likely the reaction is to occur. 

If current is allowed to flow, the cell reaction will occur 
and the emf will fall to zero as the reaction proceeds 
and the reactant concentrations drop

Effect of concentration on cell e.m.f

Looking at cell reaction is a straight forward 
application of le chatelier. So increasing concentration 
of ‘reactants’ would increase EMF and decreasing 
them would cause EMF to decrease

Increasing the concentration of Fe2+ and 
decreasing the concentration of Zn2+ would 
cause Ecell to increase

Effect of temperature on cell e.m.f

Most Ecells are exothermic in the spontaneous direction so applying Le chatelier to a temperature rise to these 
would result in a decrease in Ecell

Cells

Electrochemical cells can be used as a commercial source of electrical energy
Cells can be non-rechargeable (irreversible), rechargeable and fuel cells

You should be able to 
work out Ecell for given 
half reactions. 

If the Ecell positive  it indicates a reaction might occur, there is still a possibility, however, that the reaction will 
not occur or will occur so slowly that effectively it doesn’t happen.
If the reaction has a high activation energy the reaction will not occur. 

N Goalby chemrevise.org
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Example primary non rechargeable cells

Dry Cell Zn2+(aq) + 2e- � Zn(s) E = - 0.76 V

2MnO2(s) + 2NH4
+(aq) + 2 e- → Mn2O3(s) + 2NH3(aq) + H2O(l) E = 0.75 V

More negative half equation will oxidise

Overall reaction 2MnO2 + 2NH4
++ Zn → Mn2O3 + 2NH3 + H2O + Zn2+ Ecell =+1.51V

You do not need to learn the details of these cells. Relevant cell information will be given. You should be 
able to convert between standard electrode potential half cells, full cell reactions and be able to calculate 
potentials from given data 

Cells are non-rechargeable when the reactions 
that occur with in them are non-reversible

Example secondary Nickel–cadmium cell s are used to power electrical equipment such as drills and shavers. 
They are rechargeable cells. 
The electrode reactions are shown below.
NiO(OH) + H2O + e- � Ni(OH)2 + OH– E = +0.52 V   (Ni will reduce changing oxidation state from 3 to 2) 
Cd(OH)2 + 2e- � Cd + 2OH– E = –0.88 V (Cd will oxidise changing oxidation state from 0 to 2) 

Overall reaction discharge 2NiO(OH) + Cd + 2H2O     � 2Ni(OH)2 + Cd(OH)2   E= +1.40V 

Ecell = E red- Eox = +0.52 - - 0.88  = + 1.40 V 

The overall reaction would be reversed in the recharging state
2Ni(OH)2 + Cd(OH)2  � 2NiO(OH) + Cd + 2H2O
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Scientists in the car industry are developing fuel 
cell vehicles, fuelled by:
(i) hydrogen gas,
(ii) hydrogen-rich fuels;

Fuel cell 

A fuel cell uses the energy from the reaction of 
a fuel with oxygen to create a voltage

Limitations of hydrogen fuel cells 
(i) storing and transporting hydrogen, in terms of safety, 
feasibility of a pressurised liquid and a limited life cycle 
of a solid ‘adsorber’ or ‘absorber’
(ii) limited lifetime (requiring regular replacement and 
disposal) and high production costs,
(iii) use of toxic chemicals in their production

Advantages of Fuel cells over conventional 
petrol or diesel-powered vehicles
(i) less pollution and less CO2. (Pure hydrogen 
emits only water whilst hydrogen-rich fuels 
produce only small amounts of air pollutants and 
CO2).
(ii) greater efficiency;

Hydrogen Fuel cell (potassium hydroxide electrolyte )

4e- +  4H2O � 2H2 +4OH- E=-0.83V

4e- + 2H2O +O2 � 4OH- E=+0.4V 

Overall reaction 2H2 + O2 � 2H2O  E=1.23V

Using standard conditions: The rate is too 
slow to produce an appreciable current. 

Higher temperatures are therefore used to 
increase rate but the reaction is exothermic 
so by applying le chatelier would mean the 
emf falls. 
A higher pressure can help counteract this

2e- + 2H+ �H2 E=0V

4e- + 4H+ +O2 � 2H2O  E=1.23V 

In acidic conditions these are the 
electrode potentials. The Ecell is 
the same as alkaline conditions as 
the overall equation is the same

O2
from air

H2O 
+heat

H2
from 
fuel

Overall 2H2 + O2 � 2H2O  E=1.23V

Fuel cells will maintain a constant voltage over time as they are 
continuously fed with fresh O2 and H2 so maintaining constant 
concentration of reactants. This differs from ordinary cells where 
the voltage drops over time as the reactant concentrations drop
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5.3.1 Transition Elements

General properties of transition metals

transition metal characteristics of elements Ti �
Cu arise from an incomplete d sub-level in ions 

Sc  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d1

Ti  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d2

V  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d3

Cr  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s13d5

Mn  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d5

Fe  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d6

Co  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d7

Ni  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d8

Cu  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s13d10

Zn  1s22s22p63s23p6 4s23d10

Sc 3+ [Ar] 4s03d0

Ti 3+ [Ar] 4s03d1

V 3+ [Ar] 4s03d2

Cr 3+ [Ar] 4s03d3

Mn 2+ [Ar] 4s03d5

Fe 3+ [Ar] 4s03d5

Co 2+ [Ar] 4s03d7

Ni 2+ [Ar] 4s03d8

Cu 2+ [Ar] 4s03d9

Zn 2+ [Ar] 4s03d10

When 
forming 
ions lose 
4s before 
3d

Why is Zn not a transition metal?

Zn can only form a +2 ion. In this ion the Zn2+ has a complete d orbital and so 
does not meet the criteria of having an incomplete d orbital in one of its ions.

these characteristics include 
•formation of coloured ions,
•variable oxidation state 
•catalytic activity. 
•Complex ion formation,

Why is Sc not a transition metal?

Sc can only form a +3 ion. In this ion the Sc3+ has an empty d orbital and so does not 
meet the criteria of having an incomplete d orbital in one of its ions.

Complex formation

complex :is a central metal ion surrounded by ligands.  

ligand.: An atom, ion or molecule which can donate a lone electron pair

Co-ordinate bonding is involved in complex formation. 
Co-ordinate bonding is when the shared pair of electrons in the covalent bond 
come from only one of the bonding atoms.
Co-ordination number: The number of co-ordinate bonds formed to a central 
metal ion.

Cu 
OH2

OH2
OH2

OH2

OH2

OH2
2+

Typical Properties of Transition metals

The existence of more than one oxidation state for each element in its compounds 
For example iron commonly forms +2 and +3, chromium commonly forms +2,+3 and +6 
see page 5 of this guide for more detail
The formation of coloured ions 
There are characteristic colours for each transition metal element and the colours can 
vary in the different oxidation state. See the rest of the guide for many examples
The catalytic behaviour of the elements and their compounds and their 
importance in the manufacture of chemicals by industry
Iron is used as a catalyst in the Haber process to produce ammonia. Manganese dioxide 
MnO2 catalyses the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. Vandandium pentoxide V2O5
catalyses the contact process . See 3.2.2 reaction rates for some more detail



ligands can be unidentate (e.g. H2O, NH3 and Cl- ) 
which can form one coordinate bond per ligand or 
bidentate (e.g. NH2CH2CH2NH2 and ethanedioate 
ion C2O4

2- ) which have two atoms with lone pairs 
and can form two coordinate bonds per ligand
or multidentate (e.g. EDTA4- which can form six 
coordinate bonds per ligand).

A complex with bidentate 
ligands e.g. 
[Cr(NH2CH2CH2NH2)3]3+

It has a coordination number of 6

Cu(H2O)6
2+ + 3NH2CH2CH2NH2 � [Cu(NH2CH2CH2NH2)3]2+ + 6H2O 

Cu(H2O)6
2+ + 3C2O4

2-� [Cu(C2O4)3]4- + 6H2O 

Cu(H2O)6
2+ + EDTA4-� [Cu(EDTA)]2- + 6H2O 

Equations to show formation of bidentate and mutidentate complexes

CH2 CH2 NN

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

C

C

C

C

O

O

O

-O

-O O-

O-

O

The EDTA4- anion has the formula

with six donor sites(4O and 2N) and forms a 1:1 
complex with metal(II) ions

3-

C

C O 

O 

C

C O 

O 
C

C

O 

O 

Cr

O

O

O

O

O

O

3+

H2C NH2

NH2

CH2

H2C
NH2

NH2 CH2

CH2

NH2

NH2

Cr

CH2

A complex with 
bidentate ethanedioate 
ligands e.g. [Cr(C2O4)3]3-

Learn the two bidentate ligands 
mentioned above but it is not 
necessary to remember the 
structure of EDTA

There are 3 bidentate 
ligands in this complex 
each bonding in twice 
to the metal ion
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Shapes of complex ions

transition metal ions 
commonly form octahedral
complexes with small 
ligands (e.g. H2O and NH3). 

transition metal ions 
commonly form
tetrahedral complexes 
with larger ligands 
(e.g.Cl- ). 

square planar 
complexes are also 
formed, e.g. 
cisplatin

Ag+ commonly forms 
linear complexes 
e.g. [Ag(NH3)2]

+, 
[Ag(S2O3)2]

3- and 
[Ag(CN)2]

- (all 
colourless).

[Co(NH3)6]2 [Cu(H2O)6]2+ [CoCl4]2-

Isomerism in complex ions

Complexes can show two types of stereoisomerism: cis-trans isomerism and optical isomerism

Ni 
NH3 

 Cl

H3N 

Cl
Ni 

Cl

NH3 

H3N 

Cl

Cis-Ni(NH3)2Cl2 trans-Ni(NH3)2Cl2

Cis-trans isomerism 

AgH3N NH3

+Pt 
Cl

Cl

 H3N

 H3NNi
NH3

NH3
H3N

H3N

NH3

NH3
2+ 2-

Cu

ClCl
Cl

Cl
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Complexes with 3 bidentate ligands can form two optical 
isomers (non-superimposable mirror images).

2+

H2C NH2

NH

CH2

H2C
NH2

NH CH2

CH2

NH2

NH2

Ni 

CH2

2+

CH2

CH2
NH2

NH2 

CH2

CH2
NH2

NH2 CH2

CH2

NH2

NH2

Ni
-

Optical isomerism

The Pt(II) complex cisplatin is used as an anticancer drug. 

cisplatin transplatin

The cisplatin version only works as two chloride ions are displaced and the 
molecule joins on to the DNA. In doing this it stops the replication of 
cancerous cells. 

It can also prevent the replication of 
healthy cells by bonding on to 
healthy DNA which may lead to 
unwanted side effects like hair loss.

In the body one Cl ligand is subsituted by a water molecule
Pt(NH3)2Cl2 + H2O � [Pt(NH3)2Cl(H2O)]+ + Cl–

Be able to apply your knowledge of bonding to given information  in the 
question to explain how it bonds to DNA molecule- generally a 
combination of dative covalent bonding and hydrogen bonding

Platin binds to DNA of cancer cells and 
stops cancer cells dividing. 

Pt 
Cl

Cl

 H3N

 H3N

Pt 
NH3 

Cl

Cl

 H3N

Cisplatin

Ligand substitution

Reaction with excess NH3 

With excess NH3 ligand substitution reactions occur with several transition aqueous ions.

The ligands NH3 and H2O are similar in size 
and are uncharged.  Ligand exchange 
occurs without change of co-ordination 
number for Co and Cr

Note: This substitution in the case with 
Cu is incomplete  as not all the water 
molecules are substituted.

deep blue solution

[Cu(H2O)6]2+
(aq) + 4NH3 (aq) � [Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2]

2+ 
(aq) + 4H2O (l)

blue solution

[Co(H2O)6]2+
(aq) + 6NH3 (aq) � [Co(NH3)6]

2+ 
(aq) + 6H2O (l)

Be able to write equations for other metal ions given 
information about the complex formed. No need to learn 
colours for these other ions.

Reactions with Chloride ions

Addition of a high concentration of chloride ions (from conc HCl or 
saturated NaCl) to an aqueous ion leads to a ligand substitution 
reaction.

The Cl- ligand is larger than the uncharged H2O and NH3 
ligands so therefore ligand exchange can involve a 
change of co-ordination number.

Addition of conc HCl to aqueous ions of 
Cu and Co lead to a change in 
coordination number from 6 to 4.

[Cu(H2O)6]
2+ + 4Cl- � [CuCl4]2- + 6H2O

[Co(H2O)6]
2+ + 4Cl- � [CoCl4]2- + 6H2O

Be careful: If solid copper chloride  (or any other metal )is 
dissolved  in water it forms the aqueous [Cu(H2O)6]2+ complex 
and not the chloride [CuCl4]2- complex blue solution

yellow/green solutionblue solution

pink solution
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Biological Complexes

Fe(II) in haemoglobin enables oxygen to be transported in the blood . Haem is an iron(II) complex with a 
multidentate ligand. O2 bonds to Fe2+ ions in the Haemoglobin and when required the O2 is released.

CO is toxic  to humans as CO can from a strong coordinate bond with haemoglobin. This is a stronger  
bond than that made with oxygen and so it prevents the oxygen attaching to the haemoglobin. With CO, 
the stability constant is greater than with complex in O2.

Precipitation Reactions with sodium hydroxide and ammonia

The bases OH- and ammonia when in limited 
amounts form the same hydroxide 
precipitates. 

[Cu(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Cu(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2H2O (l)

[Mn(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq)  + 2OH-

(aq) � Mn(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2H2O (l)

[Fe(H2O)6]3+ 
(aq)  + 3OH-

(aq) � Fe(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3H2O (l)

These reactions are classed as 
precipitation reactions

[Fe(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq)  + 2OH-

(aq) � Fe(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2H2O (l)

Pale brown ppt

green ppt

brown ppt

Cu2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Cu(OH)2 (s) 

Mn2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Mn(OH)2 (s) 

Fe2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Fe(OH)2 (s) 

Fe3+ 
(aq) + 3OH-

(aq) � Fe(OH)3 (s) 

blue pptblue ppt

brown ppt

Blue solution Blue solution

Very pale pink solution

green solution green solution

Yellow/brown solution Yellow/brown solution

Very pale pink solution Pale brown ppt

green ppt

Reaction with excess OH-

With excess NaOH, the Cr hydroxide dissolves.
Cr becomes [Cr(OH)6]

3- (aq)  green solution 

•This hydroxides is classed as amphoteric
because it can react with alkali to give a solution 
and react with acid to form the aqueous salt 

Cr(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3OH-
(aq )� [Cr(OH)6]

3-
(aq) + 3H2O(l)

Cr(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3H+ 
(aq )� [Cr(H2O)6]3+

(aq)

[Mn(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq)  + 2NH3 (aq) � Mn(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2NH4

+
(aq)

[Fe(H2O)6]3+ 
(aq)  + 3NH3 (aq) � Fe(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3NH4

+
(aq)

With ammonia when added in limited amounts the same hydroxide precipitates form. The ammonia 
acts as a base, removes a proton from the aqueous complex and becomes the ammonium ion 

Reaction with excess NH3 

With excess NH3 ligand exchange reactions occur with Cu and Cr, and their hydroxide precipitates 
dissolve in excess ammonia

The ligands NH3 and H2O are similar in size and are 
uncharged.  Ligand exchange occurs without change of  
co-ordination number for Cr

Cr becomes [Cr(NH3)6]
3+ purple solution

This substitution may, however,  be incomplete  
as in the case with Cu

Cu becomes [Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2]
2+ deep blue solution

Cr(OH)3(H2O)3(s) + 6NH3 (aq) � [Cr(NH3)6]3+
(aq) + 3H2O(l) + 3OH-

(aq)

Cu(OH)2(H2O)4(s) + 4NH3 (aq) � [Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2]
2+ 

(aq) + 2H2O (l) + 2OH-
(aq)
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Cr(OH)6
3- (aq)

H2O2
CrO4

2- (aq)

Green solution

Reduction :H2O2 + 2e- � 2OH-

Oxidation: [Cr(OH)6]3- + 2OH- �CrO4
2- + 3e- + 4H2O

2 [Cr(OH)6]3- + 3H2O2 ����2CrO4
2- +2OH- + 8H2Oyellow 

solution

Reducing Chromium 
Cr3+ (green) and then Cr2+ (blue) are formed by reduction of Cr2O7

2- (orange) by the strong reducing agent 
zinc in (HCl) acid solution.  Fe2+ is a less strong reducing agent and will only reduce the dichromate to Cr3+

Cr2O7
2- + 14H+ + 6Fe2+ � 2Cr3+ + 7H2O + 6 Fe3+ 

Orange green

The Fe2+ and Cr2O7
2- in acid solution reaction can be 

used as a quantitative redox titration. This does not 
need an indicator

Oxidising Chromium

When transition metals in low oxidation states are in alkaline 
solution they are more easily oxidised than when in acidic solution

[Cr(H2O)6]3+ (aq) [Cr(OH)6]3- (aq)
excessNaOH

Acidified
Not easy to oxidise

alkaline
easier to oxidise

It is easier to remove an electron 
from a negatively charged ion

Alkaline chromium(III) can be oxidised by 
using oxidising agents such as hydrogen 
peroxide to the (yellow solution) chromate ion

Variable Oxidation States

Transition elements show variable oxidation states
When transition metals form ions they 
lose the 4s electrons before the 3d

Iron (II) Oxidation
Fe2+ (green solution) can be easily oxidised to Fe3+ (brown solution) by various oxidising agents. We 
commonly use potassium manganate (VII), although oxygen in the air will bring about the change

MnO4
-(aq) + 8H+ (aq) + 5Fe2+ (aq)� Mn2+ (aq) + 4H2O (l) + 5Fe3+ (aq)

Purple colourless

Iron (III) Reduction
Fe3+ (brown solution) can be reduced to Fe2+ (green solution)  by various reducing  agents. We commonly 
use potassium iodide solution. The brown colour of the iodine formed can mask the colour change of the Iron. 
2Fe3+ (aq) + 2I- (aq) � I2(aq) + 2Fe2+ (aq)

Disproportionation of copper(I) ions

Copper(I) ions when reacting with sulphuric acid will disproportionate to Cu2+ and Cu metal

2Cu+ � Cu + Cu2+

Cu+(aq) + e− � Cu(s) Eo = +0.52 V
Cu2+

(aq) + e− � Cu+(aq) Eo = +0.15 V 
So Eo cell = 0.52 − 0.15 = +0.37 V

As Eo Cu+/Cu > Eo Cu2+/Cu+ and Ecell has a positive 
value of +0.37V  , Cu+ disproportionates from +1 
oxidation state to 0 in Cu and +2 in Cu2+

Reduction of Cu2+ to Cu+

Cu2+ (blue solution) can be reduced to Cu+ (colourless solution)  by various reducing  agents. We commonly 
use potassium iodide solution.   2Cu2+ (aq) + 2I- (aq) � I2(aq) + 2Cu+ (aq)
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Testing for Negative ions (anions)

Fizzing due to CO2 would be 
observed if a carbonate was 
present

Testing for Presence of a carbonate

Add any dilute acid and observe effervescence. 
Bubble gas through limewater to test for CO2 – will turn limewater cloudy

2HCl + Na2CO3 � 2NaCl + H2O + CO2

Testing for Presence of a sulphate

Acidified BaCl2 solution is used as a reagent to test for sulfate ions

If Barium Chloride is added to a solution that contains sulphate ions
a white precipitate forms

Ba2+ (aq) + SO4
2-(aq) � BaSO4 (s).

Other anions should give a negative 
result which is no precipitate forming

The acid is needed to react with carbonate impurities that 
are often found in salts which would form a white Barium 
carbonate precipitate and so give a false result 

Sulphuric acid cannot be used to acidify 
the mixture because it contains sulphate 
ions which would form a precipitate

Testing for halide ions with silver nitrate. 

This reaction is used as a test to identify which halide ion 
is present. The test solution is made acidic with nitric 
acid, and then Silver nitrate solution is added dropwise.

The role of nitric acid is to react with any carbonates 
present to prevent formation of the precipitate 
Ag2CO3. This would mask the desired observations

2 HNO3 + Na2CO3 � 2 NaNO3 + H2O + CO2

Fluorides produce no precipitate
Chlorides produce a white precipitate  
Ag+(aq) + Cl- (aq)  � AgCl(s)
Bromides produce a cream precipitate 
Ag+(aq) + Br- (aq) � AgBr(s) 
Iodides produce a pale yellow precipitate 
Ag+(aq) + I- (aq) � AgI(s)

The silver halide precipitates can be treated with ammonia solution to help 
differentiate between them if the colours look similar: 

Silver chloride dissolves in dilute ammonia to form a complex ion
AgCl(s) + 2NH3(aq) �[Ag(NH3)2]+ (aq)  +  Cl- (aq)

Colourless solution
Silver bromide dissolves in concentrated ammonia to form a complex ion
AgBr(s) + 2NH3(aq) �[Ag(NH3)2]+ (aq)  +  Br - (aq)

Colourless solution
Silver iodide does not react with ammonia – it is too insoluble.

Hydrochloric acid cannot be used to 
acidify the mixture because it contains 
chloride ions which would form a 
precipitate

The sequence of tests required is carbonate, sulfate then halide. (This will prevent false results of as both BaCO3

and Ag2SO4 are insoluble.) 

5.3.2 Qualitative analysis 
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Testing for positive ions (cations)

Test for ammonium ion NH4
+, by reaction with warm 

NaOH(aq) forming NH3

Ammonia gas can be identified by 
its pungent smell or by turning red 
litmus paper blue

Precipitation Reactions with sodium hydroxide and ammonia

The bases OH- and ammonia when in limited 
amounts form the same hydroxide 
precipitates. 

[Cu(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Cu(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2H2O (l)

[Mn(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq)  + 2OH-

(aq) � Mn(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2H2O (l)

[Fe(H2O)6]3+ 
(aq)  + 3OH-

(aq) � Fe(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3H2O (l)

These reactions are classed as 
precipitation reactions

[Fe(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq)  + 2OH-

(aq) � Fe(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2H2O (l)

Pale brown ppt

green ppt

brown ppt

Cu2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Cu(OH)2 (s) 

Mn2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Mn(OH)2 (s) 

Fe2+ 
(aq) + 2OH-

(aq) � Fe(OH)2 (s) 

Fe3+ 
(aq) + 3OH-

(aq) � Fe(OH)3 (s) 

blue pptblue ppt

brown ppt

Blue solution Blue solution

Very pale pink solution

green solution green solution

Yellow/brown solution Yellow/brown solution

Very pale pink solution Pale brown ppt

green ppt

Reaction with excess OH-

With excess NaOH, the Cr hydroxide dissolves.
Cr becomes [Cr(OH)6]

3- (aq)  green solution 

•This hydroxides is classed as amphoteric
because it can react with alkali to give a solution 
and react with acid to form the aqueous salt 

Cr(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3OH-
(aq )� [Cr(OH)6]

3-
(aq) + 3H2O(l)

Cr(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3H+ 
(aq )� [Cr(H2O)6]3+

(aq)

[Mn(H2O)6]2+ 
(aq)  + 2NH3 (aq) � Mn(H2O)4(OH)2 (s) + 2NH4

+
(aq)

[Fe(H2O)6]3+ 
(aq)  + 3NH3 (aq) � Fe(H2O)3(OH)3 (s) + 3NH4

+
(aq)

With ammonia when added in limited amounts the same hydroxide precipitates form. The ammonia 
acts as a base, removes a proton from the aqueous complex and becomes the ammonium ion 

Reaction with excess NH3 

With excess NH3 ligand exchange reactions occur with Cu and Cr, and their hydroxide precipitates 
dissolve in excess ammonia

The ligands NH3 and H2O are similar in size and are 
uncharged.  Ligand exchange occurs without change of  
co-ordination number for Cr

Cr becomes [Cr(NH3)6]
3+ purple solution

This substitution may, however,  be incomplete  
as in the case with Cu

Cu becomes [Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2]
2+ deep blue solution

Cr(OH)3(H2O)3(s) + 6NH3 (aq) � [Cr(NH3)6]3+
(aq) + 3H2O(l) + 3OH-

(aq)

Cu(OH)2(H2O)4(s) + 4NH3 (aq) � [Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2]
2+ 

(aq) + 2H2O (l) + 2OH-
(aq)


